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BE SUR E YOU GET WHAT YOU WANT - ORDER EARLY 

TERMS 

PLEASE READ BEFORE ORDERING 

Th i s ca t a l og cance l s a ll previous cata l og listings and prices. Do not order from 
cata l ogs dated prior to 1983 . Minimum order $10.00 plus $2 .00 packi ng and handling. 
Full payment with order by check or money order p 1 ease. Your cance 11 ed check wi 11 
serve as your ack now l edgement. If you wish an acknowledgement, please send a self
addressed postcard with your order. A postcard will be sent by mail at the same 
time your order i s shipped so that any problems in delivery may be detected early 
enough to correct. 

ALL PRICES ARE NET - No further discounts or extras are offered in this catalog 
except for introduction specials specified in that section . 

ORDER CUT OFF DATE - No orders accepted after August 10, 1984. 

SHIPPING - Shi ppin~ season is from . July 1 through approximately August 15. Shipments 
will be _made by United Parcel Service except to areas where their use is not possible. 
Please include your full street add ress, phone number, and instructions on locating 
your residence if it is difficult to find. Be sure to do this since your regu lar 
UPS person that knows where you 1 i ve goes on vacation sometimes. If you wish 
shipment by PRIORITY MAIL or UPS Blue Label, send $2.00 plus .50¢ per plant to 
cover these charges. This is in addition to the $2 . 00 handling charge. 

FOREIGN ORDERS - Minimum order $50.00. All payments should be made in U.S. funds . 
If there is more money sent than is required to meet exact air shipment expenses 
extra irises will be included to make up the difference. To avoid confusion with 
monetary exchanges, please have your order acknowledged by me prior to remittance 
in case there are sold out.items on your order. Also, please include the city 
through which the parcel w111 enter your country so this can be entered on the 
phytosanitary certificate. Following is a list 9f approximate shipping charges. 

DOCUMENT A TI ON 

COUNTRY 

$5.00 All orde rs . 

B (Austria, Switzerla nd , 
Columb ia, Port uga l ) 

C (Czechoslovaki a, Britai n, 
Germany, !ta ly, Nether 1 ands) 

D (Austral i a, New Zealand) 

E (Belgium, France, Japan) 

CARTON PLUS EACH ADDITIONAL 
1s t RHIZOME RHIZOME ADD 

$ 6. 00 $1. 50 

$ 7.25 $1. 75 

$ 8.50 $2 . 25 

$10.00 $2.50 

SUBSTITUTIONS - I reserve the right to make substitutions on the iris in the $1.50 
and $2 . 50 listings although there should be adequate stock of most. A list of 
acceptable substitutes is suggested if ordering later in the season from these 
groups. So~e of !he newer varieties are in short supply and so if you want to 
avoid the disappointment ?f not getting a variety you really want, please order 
early. You w111 be not1 f1 ed and a refund check sent i1T111edi ate ly on any of the 
more expensive varieties that happen to be out of stock. 

OKLAHOMA RESIDENTS - Add 4% sales tax. 

PLANT QUALITY - The garden is state inspected thus assuring yo u of quality, disease 
free pla nts. Please let me know by November 30 and I will try to replace any plant s 
that. fa 11 ed to perform.sat i ~ factorily. These wi 11 be rep 1 aced the fo 11 owing seas on 
prov1d1ng the variety is still in the catalog. If it is not, a s ubstitu t e variety 
wil l be sent with your order. 

CLUB & WHOLESALE ORDERS - Please send request for further informat ion. 

B O N U S O F F E R - A gift pl ant of my 1984 introduction Robusto will be sent to 
anyone who wan t s it and WHOSE ORDER FOR 1984 IS $40 . 00 OR OV ER. Robusto MUST be 
listed on your order form as a free rh i zome in order t o rece i ve it. Thi sotrer is 
l im i ted to t he numbe r of avai lab l e pl an t s. There is a lot of s tock but inf i nite, 
so order early s i nce it i s f i r st come, f i rst se rved unti l s t ock i s cfeple 
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MID-AMERICA IRIS GARDEN 
of Paul Black 

Box 425 
Wheatland, OK 73097 

( 405) 943-0831 

What a wonderful year this has been! My customers were good to me again, the 
weather was good, bloom was excellent, and best of all was the exceptional bloom in 
selected seedlings. About the only negative was that there wasn't enough stock of 
some varieties to go around. Guess that will always be a problem though. 

It was a pleasure this year to have Dick Goula from Louisiana in the garden 
during peak TB bloom. It was especially a treat to have someone whose expertise is 
slanted more towards Louisianas come into the garden and spend two days evaluating 
my bearded seedlings. Even more to my liking was that at the top of his list of 
introduceable seedlings was Autumn Blush which is being released this year. Those, 
like Dick, who will confront the wind that comes through my garden and even break 
out a camera and hold stance for two or three minutes to catch a calm moment to 
shoot a photo are truly the enthusiasts one likes to have in the garden. 

It was also a pleasure to have Billie Gray from Montana in the garden this year. 
Even though there was no bloom in the garden, only hot weather and lots of work, 
we did have plenty to talk about and viewed slides taken during the season. Slides 
are nice to bring the season's best back to life. There are some special people 
in Montana who are working really hard to make the iris better known in a cl imate 
and state that I'm not sure I'd have the persistence to garden in. 

For those who have been tough enough to brave the winds that come roaring by 
during bloom season where I am now located, there may be hope of a tranquil viewing; 
after this coming year. An all-out effort has been underway to find a new home for 
thegarden and myself. As many of you know, plans to build a home on existing land 
was scraped after much of the area ended up being zoned industrial - hardly the place 
for a home. Two sites are being considered at present and a final decision will have 
been made by the time this reaches you and the garden and homesite will at last 
be together by the end of 1984. One of my fondest dreams has been to be where my 
garden is instead of fifteen miles away. 

Now to the fun for this past year. I left almost peak bloom here (an extremely late 
season for this area) and flew to Stockton, CA to see beardless that were pretty 
well pas t peak and then drove with Sid DuBose (Melrose Gardens) up the coast and 
started garden viewing at Schreiner's. What an experience for a flat lander! Bloom 
was past peak at all gardens but well worth seeing, even in record breaking 100• 
heat for this area. Following are the gardens visited and one or two outstanding 
varieties at each. 

The first stop was at Schreiner's and what a treat that was. Live Music i s a 
gorgeous ruffled and laced peach pink/rose fuschi a bi color with orange beards . 
Seedling M978-l is the nearest approach to red yet seen. Form is tailo r ed but 
such vibrant gorgeous color. 

From here, we went on to Cooley's. Rick Ernst's variagata # S909-l was 
really showy. I really liked the gold band around the falls. John Nelson had a pink 
seedling #196-78 with the heaviest lace I've seen on a pink of polished form. 

Roberta and George Shoop's garden had a beautiful display of a ruffled and nicely 
formed broken pattern of cranberry and creamy buff. The mixed up colors were present 
in both s tandards and falls. George's byword is UNIQUE. 

The first night in Seattle was spent at the home of Roy Davidson. The peace 
and solitude provided by the streams on this wooded acreage is well worth the trip, 
but that' s not all - there are beautiful plantings of siberians and Pacific Coast 
Natives as well as an abundance of other naturalized plant material. 

The next day, we went to an area provided by Weyerhauser for a rhododendron 
species preserve which just happens to have an iris convention planting too. Here 
I saw the finest iris of the tour; Opal Brown's 77-1A5. This is a heavily laced and 
precisely ruffled milk glass white with prominent gold edge and big burnt orange 
beards. Corlew's Showman, a tall well branched white with bright red beards was 
stunning. Blodgett's #82-23 is the best attempt at a pink amoena s een to date. 
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For a 1 ittle relaxation, we then went on to the beautifully landscaped grounds 
of the St. Michelle Winery which is also hosting a convention garden. Here, James 
Burch's 39-7, a strawberry on creamy white pl i cata, was outstanding. 

Surrounded by the Cascades and only a few mil es from the Cana di an border is 
Stan Dexter's garden. Here, Babson's Merry Madrigal, a cream and blue violet bi
color was quite exceptional. The bloom here was magnificent. 

From here, we traveled to the east side of the Cascades and stopped at Opal 
Brown's where her 77-1A5 again was looking good. Her Cascade Morn was absolutely 
stunning. Pale yellow standards and wide white falls with yellow shoulders and 
bushy bright yellow beards make this bright and pretty. 

This ended the iris, but the trip back on the eastern side of the Cascades 
and Sierras was one I' 11 remember a long time . 

My own seedling crop this year was quite exciting with about 70 percent being 
SOB. One of the most exciting is a nicely fonned yellow amoena with prominent 
yellow veins in standards and a wide powder blue beard. Another, which has poor fonn, 
is a deep purple and orange bicolor with tangerine beard. The sibling were all 
varying shades of tangerine and I still am unable to validate the parentage which 
doesn't indicate full tangerine factor for one parent - in fact no tangerine factor 
in the immediate background of one parent. Perhaps a wonderful 1 ittle bee has 
helped me out. This will possibly be introduced as a breeder because of the total-
ly unique color. 

The 1981 cross of P079-15: ((Bayberry Candle X Bamboo Curtain) X Copper Caper)) 
X Chartreuse Ruffles yielded four introduceable seedlings and the next generation 
is proving to be just as exciting. One of these seedlings coupled with Gala Madrid 
gave a seedling with soft butter tan standards with the inside of peta 1 and midrib 
being bright rose orchid. Falls are bright rose orchid with an opalescent sheen 
and banded with a precise 1/4 inch band of plum brown. Beards are bright yellow. 
Both standards and falls are precisely ruffled. 

Another from this same cross is a ruffled deep black cherry color. The number 
of seedlings was small so I remade the cross and obtained six more pods of seed to 
see a bit more of the variation available from this cross. 

It seems to be correct that if a new pattern or color is showing up in one 
persons seedlings, it is probably showing up in others too. This year I had two 
blue amoenas to bloom from separate lines and both had gold halos around the stand
ards. The band is probably there in the falls too but is not seen because of the 
blue color that is present. Neither of these was introduceable as they bloomed this 
year· but are certainly stepping stones to ones that are. Both lines have good 
fonn as a strong trait so it shouldn't be hard to obtain a finished flower in 
the next generation. 

I have loved the flower and color of Center Fold since I first saw it but have 
very much disliked its single budded sockets - including tenninal. This year, a 
seedling bloomed that is Center Fold's image but with eight buds and taller too. 
If it continues good perfonnance, it will be introduced. 

The coming years seed crops seem to be assured with some 450 pots of seeds 
being put out this year. If gennination is as usual, that'll take care of half of 
those; but it should still make for a lot of excitement in the garden. 

It is a pleasure to be introducing some extremely fine varieties this year for 
George Crossman, Gene Burger and Cleo Palmer, as well as my own. Please come by 
the garden and see these and other new varieties. 

Because of the pending move, only the commercial garden on Council Road is 
available for touring this hear. Peak bloom for medians is usually the last two weeks 
of April and for tall beardeds, the first two weeks of May. These peak bloom times 
can be thrown off a week one way or the other by our strange weather patterns, so 
you might want to call before driving any great distance. 

I should like to ramble on for a few more pages but, there's a catalog to get 
out - so - HAPPY GARDENING!!! 

************************** 
1984 INTRODUCTI 

************************** 

by Paul Black 

AUTUMN BLUSH - TB, 33" (84 cm), Early-Midseason. A 
grows well and carries that wonderful sienna bear 
pink with paler edge, ruffled and lightly laced. 
are cream with a distinc greenish cast. Amber r 
halo set the stage for the stunning sienna beard. 
than either parent. There are two to three branc 
Sdlg. 881-86: Sienna Star X Rhoda Ann 

NAVY WAVES - TB, 38" (97 cm), Midseason. The name 
large iridescent deep blue with precise billowy r 
fa 11 s. A 1 i ght sanding of white around the beard 
are three branches p 1 us spur and eight to ten bud 
Sdlg. 880-73: Waltzing Widow X Navy Strut 

ROBUSTO - TB, 36" (91 cm), Late-Midseason. From tw 
ably shy of vigor in this part of the country com 
up to its name. Most of the seedlings in this er 
or but this one outgrows them by two or three to 
quality stalks. The flowers, while not the most 
dogs either, Standards are creamy orange with pi 
midrib. Falls are creamy orange with pinkish cas 
orange beards. There are three beautifully space 
Sdlg. 881-141: Old Flame X lnstant Chann 

ROLLER COASTER - TB, 37" (94cm), Late. Seeing this 
what a roller coaster does to me on the first big 
Both standards and falls have big roller coaster 
smoky raspberry. Falls are pale pearl grey-white 
and 1/2" band and thumbprint hafts of brighter s~ 
falls are further enhanced with big deep burnt o~ 
Seven to eight buds are carried on two branches p 
together the lines of R. Nelson, Ghio, Gaulter, ~ 
and further removed to Hall, Fay, and Cook. Wit 
terrific. Sdlg. 881-166 : Coffee House X Hombre 

SNOW WHITE'S ROUGE - TB, 32" (80cm), Late-Midseason. 
light tangerine · beard on icy white falls. Standa 
slightest blush of lavender to hilight them, Flo 
laced and born on sta 1 ks with two and three bra no 
Sdlg. 880-112: Lady Marie X Miss Dolly Dollars 

TOWERING INFERNO - TB, 38" (97cm), Early-Midseason. 
the garden with a flare like none other. Standar 
confined white midrib area veined with green. Fa 
that are somewhat lighter at the edge and with a 
yellow beards. Flowers are large and expansive~ 
Tall stalks have three branches with a complement 
won't mistake this one for another in your garde 
Sdlg. 881-56: Magic Candle X Anon 

HAT TRICK - 18, 24" (61cm), Early-Midseason. Take 
old chapeau, and a bit of magic and - you guesseo 
soccer, you'd be glad for your team to have one o 
creation has cream white standards with darker in 
round falls are pale violet with deep red violet 
ing toward edges. Very reminiscent of Chapeau i 
Sdlg. 880-68: Midnight Madness X Chapeau 

PECAN SPOT - SOB, 9" {23cm), Midseason. Overall cc 
ards have darker veining and mauve infusion at t i 
pecan brown spot diffusing out to become veins t i 
deep purple beard overlaid with old gold becomes 
The edges of all petals are slightl y serrated sh\ 
Sdl g. 880-34: Demon X P. Dyer F-1 : ( Cherry GardE 
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by Paul Black 

AUTUMN BLUSH - TB, 33" (B4 cm), Early-Midseason. At last, a Sienna Star child that 
grows well and carries that wonderful sienna beard, Standards are medium buff 
pink with paler edge, ruffled and lightly laced. Nicely flared and r~ffle~ falls 
are cream with a distinc greenish cast. Amber rose hafts and pale pink diffused 
halo set the stage for the stunning sienna beard. Taller and a far better grower 
than either parent. There are two to three branches with seven to eight buds. 
Sdlg. 681-86: Sienna Star X Rhoda Ann $25.00 

NAVY WAVES - TB, 38" (97 cm), Midseason. The name says it all. The flowers are 
large iridescent deep blue with precise billowy ruffles around both standards and 
falls. A light sanding of white around the beards adds a bit of sparkle. There 
are three branches plus spur and eight to ten buds. 
Sdlg. 680-73: Waltzing Widow X Navy Strut $25.00 

ROBUSTO - TB, 36" (91 cm), Late-Midseason. From two lines that have.been notice
ably shy of vigor in this part of the country comes Robusto, a variety that lives 
up to its name. Most of the seedlings in this cross had better th~n average vig
or but this one outgrows them by two or three to one and does so with show 
quality stalks. The flowers, while not the most finished out of the cross, aren't 
dogs either. Standards are creamy orange with pinkish lavender infusion up the 
midrib. Falls are creamy orange with pinkish cast and paler area around bright 
orange beards. There are three beautifully spaced branches with ten to twelve buds. 
Sdlg. 681-141: Old Flame X Instant Charm See Special Offer 

ROLLER COASTER - TB, 37" (94cm), Late. Seeing this for the first time was equal to 
what a roller coaster does to me on the first big drop - dizzying, breathtaking! 
Both standards and falls have big roller coaster ruffles. Standards are smooth 
smoky raspberry. Fa 11 s are pale pearl gi:-ey-white with light raspberry ovei:-l~y 
and 1/2" band and thumbprint hafts of brighter smoky raspberry. These exciting 
falls are further enhanced with big deep burnt orange beards. DEFINITELY UNIQUE!! 
Seven to eight buds are carried on two branches plus spur. This iris brings 
together the lines of R. Nelson, Ghio, Gaulter, Hamblen, Blocher, Sexton, Babson 
and further removed to Hall, Fay, and Cook. With that lineup, it has to be 
terrific. Sdlg. 881-166: Coffee House X Hombre $35.00 

SNOW WHITE'S ROUGE - TB. 32" {80cm), Late-Midseason. In this case, the rouge is a 
light tangerine beard on icy white falls. Standards are likewise white.with the 
slightest blush of lavender to hilight them. Flowers are i:-uffled a~d lightly 
laced and born on stalks with two and three branches and eight or nine buds. 
Sdlg. 880-112: Lady Marie X Miss Dolly Dollars $25.00 

TOWERING INFERNO - TB, 38" (97cm), Early-Midseason. This hot number towers over 
the garden with a flare like none other. Standards are burgundy wine with .a 
confined white midrib area veined with green. Falls are deeper burgundy wine 
that are somewhat lighter at the edge and with a 3/4" clear white spot around 
yellow beards. Flowers are large and expansive with heavy ruffles and lace, 
Tall stalks have three branches with a complement of nine to twelve buds. You 
won't mistake this one for another in your garden! 
Sdlg. 881-56: Magic Candle X Anon $30,00 

HAT TRICK - 18, 24" (61cm), Early-Midseason. Take a little midnight madness, an 
old chapeau and a bit of magic and - you guessed it - Hat Trick. For those into 
soccer you:d be glad for your team to have one of these. This starchy little 
creati~n has cream white standards with darker infusions up the midribs, Flaring 
round falls are pale violet with deep red violet wash around beards and lighten
ing toward edges. Very reminiscent of Chapeau in color. 
Sdlg. 880-68: Midnight Madness X Chapeau $12.50 

PECAN SPOT - SOB, 9" {23cm), Midseason. Overall color is light smoky buff. Stand
ards have darker veining and mauve infusion at the base. Falls have a nice 
pecan brown spot diffusing out to become veins to complement the standards. The 
deep purple beard overlaid with old gold becomes the focal point of the iris. 
The edges of all petals are slightly serrated showing the possibility of lace. 
Sdlg. 880-34: Demon X P. Dyer F-1: (Cherry Garden X Bloodspot) $10.00 
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by Eugene Burger 

CLASSIC TREASURE - BB, 26" (66 cm), Midseason. This was one of the most exciting 
seedlings seen at the St. Louis convention. Superlatives do it little justice. 
Stark white blooms are decorated with a showy blue rim on the falls and creamy 
yellow beards. Both standards and falls are ruffled. Stalks have two branches 
plus spur and seven to eight buds. This variety opens up a whole new world of 
breeding possibilities. It very well may be a treasure. 
Sdlg. M-4: G-39:((Moldovan M-66-lQ: 3rd Gen. Whole Cloth X white/red beard sdlg.) 
X (Quiet Sky X Crystal Bay)) X I-15: ((Lady of Loudon X Moldovan M-66-lQ) X 
Mid Victorian)) HC 1983 $25.00 

VIKING PRINCESS - TB, 34" (86 cm), Early-Midseason. This princess must have been 
working out at the local gym. Giant sized ruffled blooms are carried by sturdy 
stalks with three branches and spur and nine to twelve buds. Standards are icy 
white with heavy infusion of blue violet at midrib and lightening toward edges. 
Falls are icy white with pale blue violet tint and cream white beards. 
Sdlg. M-7: Sea Venture X K:-26: Viking Admiral X (Cup Race X Royal Touch) 
HC 1981 $25.00 

by George Crossman 

CECILLA D - TB, 34" (86 cm), Early-Midseason. These lightly ruffled flowers of 
white standards and violet falls are carried on terrific show branched stalks 
with three branches and eight to ten buds. HC /9 83. S"-ltd:e4 b~ Joseph p;Uon, 
Sdlg. 7364: ((June Meredith X Fleeta) X Esther Fay) X Lady Of Loudon $25.00 

LOUDON GOLD - T~ 36" (91 cm), Early-Midseason. Extremely pleasing and bright gar
den subject. Large ruffled and laced flowers of sunfast yellow gold are set off 
by orange beards. Stalk is tall with two branches and spur and seven to nine buds. 
Sdlg. 6901: Sunsite X Kingdom $25.00 

LOUDON ROYAL - TB, 33" (84 cm), Midseason-Late. This beauty was definitely cut from 
the cloth of royalty. Shimmering medium purple blooms are carried on show stalks 
with seven to nine buds. Blossoms are tightly structured with domed standards and 
semi flared falls both which have small precise ruffles. Should have been given 
a debut before now! Sdlg. 7377: Dream Time X Royal Touch $25.00 

by Cleo Palmer 

BLOOD DANCE - SDB, 13" (33 cm), Midseason. Standards are white. Wide, rounded and 
ruffled falls are beautiful contrasting red. Haft is somewhat narrow. A true red 
amoena that is being introduced as a breeder rather than a garden subject. 
Sdlg. 7935: 7264:(Unknown) X Unknown $ 7.50 

MOONLIGHT LOVE - SDB, 10" (25 cm), Midseason. White standards glisten above light 
yellow falls with deeper shoulders and throat and a pale brown halo in front of 
the beards. Broad hafts, horizontal flare, light ruffling, and heavy substance 
make this a super variety. 
Sdlg. 7929: Laced Lemonade X Golden Dewdrops $ 7.50 

CHAMP - IB, 22" (56 cm), Early. This nicely ruffled variety has standards that are 
light yellow on the outside and white inside. White falls have brownish veining 
on the shoulders changing to brownish gold halo spots with · a narrow rim of light 
yellow. Yellow styles and beards complete the picture. Sdlg. 8280: June Sym
phony X 7512: (Little Titan X 7016: ((Cloud Castle X Sulina) X (Blue Sapphire X 
Pierre Menard) X Sulina)))) $15.00 

RED CHIPS - IB, 24" (61 cm), Late. Pale yellow standards have a wide indefinitely 
defined plicata border of light red-violet. Stylearms are blended red, violet, 
and yellow. Falls are white with a rim of pale red violet with a bit of yellow 
at hafts. Rounded and flared form with good substance. Sdlg. 8187: Angelic 
Inspiration X 7489: Jealous Lover X April Melody $15.00 

S P E C I A L 0 F F E R 

All f8l Paul Black Introductions Value $162.50 Special Offer $120.00 
All 2) Eugene Burger Introductions Value $ 50.00 Special Offer $ 40.00 
All (3) George Crossman Introductions Value $ 75.00 Special Offer $ 50.00 
All (4) Cleo Palmer Introductions Value $ 45.00 Specia 1 Offer $ 30.00 
All (17) Introductions Value $332.50 Special Offer $200.00 
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THIS YEARS 20 FAVORITES 

BRIGHT FANTASY (Daling 81}. The brightest red orange I've seen anywhere! Talk 
about shouting from across the garden. Form is quite adequate and stalk is excel
lent. The first year in the garden, it badly overbloomed but settled down nicely 
this year. Well worth the risk. 

BRIGHT REFLECTION (O. Brown 79). Here's one of those colors that can only be de
scribed as yummy. Lightly ruffled coral salmon flowers have zingy red beards. A 
rampant grower here with that beautiful blue-green foliage. 

CASBAH (Keppel 81}. Accent here is on the subtle blending of colors in this beau
tifully ruffled plicata. Standards are soft golden peach and falls are white with 
heavy sanding of pale violet deepening toward margins. Super branching and buds 
but somewhat less than average increase. 

DUTCH GIRL (K. Mohr 81}. This one was certainly a nice surprise. I have always 
liked Dover Beach but was unable to grow it because of leaf spot problems. Here's 
one to replace it with super vigor and beautiful resistant foliage. Standards are 
white with just a bit of blue and broad, super ruffled falls are medium blue. 

GODDESS (Keppel 81). It certainly has the look of a delicate goddess but performs 
like a gladiator. Nicely ruffled flowers are a peachy ivory blend with pale peach 
pink hafts. Nice show stalks. Reports indicate it grows well in the North. 

INFINITE GRACE (Hamblen 82}. This is the best formed of the near pink amoenas I've 
seen so far. Standards are white with a light blush of pink. Falls are rich 
orchid pink. Extremely nice stalks and superior vigor. 

LIGHTED WITHIN (Blodgett 80). Deep tangerine beards indeed do glow within the heart 
of this nicely formed iris. Standards are cream white with infusion of yellow up the 
midrib. Falls are rich deep yellow with lighter area around the beards. STUNNING!!! 
Excellent substance, branching, and vigor. 

LILAC FANTASTIC (Parker 82). Strong, nicely branched stalks carry these large ruf
fled and fluted blooms of light violet. Here's a form that will draw you back 
again and again. Strong grower like its parent Mary Frances. 

LORILEE (Schreiner 81). The spotlight falls on this rose orchid self hilighting a 
paler area around the beards and up the midrib of the standards. Put this color on 
voluptuous, super sized blooms on tall show stalks with three open and you've got 
something to get excited about. 

LOYAL DEVOTION (Waltermire 82). Exquisitely ruffled light blue of the Paul Newman 
type; a very true blue that arouses desire. Such a beauty in the cool of the evening! 

_Branching is quite adequate but not quite as wide as I like. Super plant habit. 

PRAY FOR PEACE (Plough 82). This one was first seen at the St. Louis convention and 
was a five star variety there and continues to be so here. Pure white blooms have 
super wide falls with deeply fluted ruffles and equally ruffled standards. Substance 
is waxen and plant habit robust with show stalks the norm. 

ROSABELLE V (Hamblen 83). If this one doesn't cause your heart to beat a little faster, 
you're probably dead. Tall, strong stalks with three branches carry ruffled 
flowers of pink standards and rosy lilac falls. Unbeatable for garden or shows. 

SCOTCH BLEND (Gatty 81). Precise form characterizes this smooth greenish tan blend. 
Falls are a bit lighter suffused with yellow. Tight, globular flowers are nicely 
ruffled with a bit of lace. I suspect this is going to be an exciting breeder, so 
why not try a shot or two. 

SHAMAN (DuBose 80). How about a bit of black magic for your garden? Metallic gold 
standards sit atop sultry maroon black falls that are finely edged with gold and 
a neat bronze beard. A true wizard obviously conjured this one up. 

SIMPLE DREAMS (R. Nelson 83). In spite of its short stature, it is a gardener's 
dream. Well proportioned flowers with heavy fluting and ruffling are shown to fine 
advantage on superior stalks. Standards are smooth apricot hilighted with pink. 
Falls are blended apricot and golden yellow with deep orange beards. Warm and 
sensuous but provocative too. 
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TITAN'S GLORY (Schreiner 81). To sum it up - this is perfection! Tall, super 
branched stalks carry multiple budded sockets that open to deep violet flowers that 
are expansive and ruffled. Growth is rampant. This variety needs no excuses. 

This year, I would like to include four median iris. 

HOPSCOTCH (Keppel 82) (BB). Superb proportion of both flower parts and stalk 
characterize this pretty creation. Golden buff standards blend down to butter tan 
falls with brown plicata haft area. CUTE! 

PINK BUBBLES (Hager 80) (BB). Better than its sister Beverly Sills - fer sure! 
This clear medium pink is perfection of class in elegant manner. 

AZURE GEM (Hamblen 82) (SOB). Excellence of fonn is what this dwarf has. This 
delicately shaded light blue has classic fonn with the most precise, fine ruffles 
I've seen in the dwarf class. 

WIZARD OF ID (P. Dyer 81) (SOB). Very aptly named. Petals are old gold with a 
subtle undertoning of purple. Purple black beards give it a style like no other. 
Fonn is unusual too. Fat, round falls have just a slight wave at mid-petal that 
gives it a really nice lilt. Understated elegance perhaps describes it best. 

NEWER TALL BEARDED IRIS 

Characterized by large, showy blooms on well branched stalks over 27 inches tall. 
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ACAPULCO GOLD (Schreiner 83) Fantastic ruffled deep yellow gold, sunfast. 
AL FRESCO (Ghio 81) Pale green with brownish green beards. 
ALL THAT JAZZ (Denney 82) Bright yellow S; maroon red F w/ yellow beards. 
AMBER BEAUTY (Schreiner 82) Ruffled amber and amber yellow blend; pretty. 
AMERICAN SWEETHEART (Sexton 83) Golden brown S; rich black F w/ gold brown beards. 
ANGEL'S TEARS (C. Palmer 82) Red violet on white plicata; almost solid S. 
APACHE ROSE (Meek 82) Cream ground fancy plic sanded tan and gold. 
APPRECIATION (Hager 83) Buff tan S; orchid lavender F w/ brown hafts; fluted. 
ARKANSAS GIRL (Sexton 82) Lightly laced greenish gold self. 
ART CENTER (0. Brown 82) Apricot pink S; apricot, brown, lavender blended F. 
ART SONG (Spence 80) Laced med. lavender self; tangerine beards. 
AULD LANG SYNE (Spahn 82) Creamy pink S; peach pink F; red beards; ruffled. 
AUTUMN BLUSH (Black 84) See Introductions. 
AZTEC DANCE (Blyth 80) Cream S w/ buff plic; white F w/ violet plic border. 
AZTEC SUN (P. Dyer 82) Ruffled, bright, sunfast yellow self; deeper beards. 
BALLET RUFFLES (Rudolph 78) Short, heavily laced deep pink; very fine; finicky. 
BANJO MAN (Hamblen 80) Smooth dark purp e w/ brown shoulders and bronze beards. 
BASHFUL BRIDE (Roderick 80) Ruffled light pink; fantastic branching. 
BAY FOG (Schreiner 82) Pale blue white S; med blue F. 
BEAU DON (Blyth 78) Apricot S; blended rose pink F; burnt orange beards. 
BEAUTY IS (Hamblen 82) Lacy med. pink; greenish texture veins in F; red beards. 
BEL CANTO (Hager 81) Ruffled and fluted lilac orchid. 
BENGAL TIGER (Maryott 81) Bright yellow w/ maroon stripes in F; different. 
BEVERLY SILLS (Hager 79) Vigorous, laced coral pink - many awards allready. 
BEYOND (Gibson 79) Apricot brown base plic; improved Anon; yummy . 
BIG DIPPER (O. Brown 81) Exceptional ruffled and frilled light yellow! 
BIG VALLEY (Ha$er 82) Heralded to be the biggest violet iris around. 
BIRTHDAY GIFT (Mohr 82) Ruffled and laced deep blue pink. 
BIRTHDAY SONG (Corlew 77) Fluted, laced rose pink; overlooked; stalks. 
BLACK DRAGON (Schreiner 82) Nicely fonned deep black self; good color depth. 
BLUE BROOK (K. Mohr 81) Pale blue self; deep blue beards. 
BLUE MAXX (Dunn 81) BIG & TALL ruffled blue with yellow beards. 
BLUSHING DIANA (D. Mohr 82) Wann pink S; pale pink F laced & edged deeper pink. 
BONNEVILLE SURF (Hamblen 79) Fragrant, ruffled & laced medium blue violet. 
BOURBON (Dunn 81) Ruffled honey amber w/ violet blaze in F. 
BRANDY (McWhirter 81) Ruffled golden pink fading to brandy; a CHOICE variety! 
BRASS TRIO (Dunn 82) Subtle, ruffled amber tan blend with blue blaze in F. 
BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S (McWhirter 83) Ruffled rich mulberry. 
BRIDE'S LACE (Julander 78) Heavily laced white w/ red beards; nice. 
BRIGHT FANTASY (Daling 81) Bright, ruffled red orange; fantastic color. 
BRIGHT REFLECTION (0. Brown 79) Ruffled tangerine w/ fire red beards! 
BRIGHT SPIRIT (Robinson 81) Ruffled and laced bright lemon yellow. 
BRILLIANT EXCUSE (Gibson 81) White ground with wide deep purple plic band. 
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BRISTO MAGIC (Schreiner 82) White S infused yellow; maroon red F edged white. 
BROADWAY (Keppel 81) Deep gold S; ivory F w/ wide red brown plic band, GREAT!! 
BRONCO BROWN (Hamner 82) Bronze Sand margins around F w/ heavy red bronze plic. 
BRONZE MASTERPIECE (Schortman 79) Laced rusty bronze; rich color. 
BUBBLE BATH (Ghio 82) Ruffled and fluted white w/ slight blue tint. 
BUBBLING MOLASSES (Steinhauer 80) Rich golden tan blend w/ lace; heavy sub. 
BUBBLING OVER (Ghio 82) Heavily ruffled and fluted blue violet self. 
BURGUNDY BROWN (Gibson 79) Wide chocolate brown on yellow plicata. 
CABLE CAR (Luihn 82) Caramel brown w/ orangeish beards. 
CANYON ROSE (Rudolph 82) Rose and light brown blend; coral pink beards. 
CAPRICIOUS (Hamblen 81) Salmon pink S; cream F w/ raspberry plic; tangerine beards. 
CAPRICORN DANCER (Blyth 79) Yellow S; deep red purple F. 
CAPTIVE FANTASY (Boushay 80) Phlox purple w/ yellowed hafts; red orange beards. 
CAPTURED BEAUTY (Gibson 81) Flesh tan ground w/ smoky violet plic; subtle. 
CAROLINE'S SUGGEST (Doty 82) Ruffled dark purple self. 
CASBAH (Keppel 81) Golden tan S; white F sanded violet w/ red violet rim, 
CASCADE MORN (O. Brown 83) Light yellow S; white F w/yellow haft & beards; WOW! 
CATALYST (Keppel 80) Clear, bright sunflower yellow; sunfast. 
CAVALIER (Williamson 81) Rose beige blend lighter in F; banded beige, 
CECILLA D (Crossman 84) See Introductions. 
CENTENNIAL STATE (Ghio 82) Peach S; white F w/ laced peach edging. 
CENTRE COURT (Williamson 82) Nicely formed white and blue violet plicata. 
CHAPEL BELLS (Meek 82) Heavily ruffled lavender orchid; lighter around beards. 
CHARRO (Dunn 81) SPECTACULAR! Bright gold S; vibrant violet F w/ brown halo, 
CHERRY SMOKE (Meek 78) Exceptional dark cherry maroon; STUNNING!! a MUST! 
CHESTNUT BEAUTY (Gibson 80) Pale yellow ground w/ chestnut brown plic. 
CHILD OF FORTUNE (Blyth 79) Pink S; rose lilac F w/ bright tangerine red beards. 
CHRISTMAS RUBIES (Hamblen 78) Exceptional white w/ red beards; laced; stalk! 
CINEMA (Williamson 82) Yellow S; white F w/ yellow hafts and band, 
CLOUD FIRE (B. Brown 83) Heavily ruffled white w/ red beard. 
COLOR CODED (Rawlins 82) Light blue S; dark violet purple F; nice. 
COLOR SPLASH (Schreiner 80) Orchid pink S; fuschia rose F; broad & tall; SUPER! 
COLUMBIA THE GEM (Gibson 82) Apricot ground heavily sanded red purple; laced. 
COMO QUEEN (Baldwin 77) Fantastic ruffled & laced orange from Australia. 
CONDOTTIERE (Cayeux 78) Huge light & medium blue bitone w/ red beards. 
CONGRATULATIONS(Keppel 83) Blue S; pansy violet F; broad and ruffled. 
COPPER CLASSIC (Roderick 79) Coppery tan-orange; tangerine beard; TERRIFIC! 
CORAL BEAUTY (Niswonger 81) Near white S; peach apricot F edged white. 
CORAL SATIN (Hamblen 81) Flawlessly formed rich coral; exceptionally fine. 
COSMIC DANCE (Schreiner 82) Deep blue w/ lighter shaded edge on F; different. 
COTTON CARNIVAL (K. Mohr 81) Huge blocky pure white; vigorous. 
COZY CALICO (Schreiner 80) Stark white ground with wide red purple plicata. 
COZY AND WARM (O. Brown 82) Large, laced, rich coral pink; deep coral beards. 
CRACKLIN' BURGUNDY (Schreiner 81) Slightly ruffled burgundy red; self beards. 
CREME DE CREME (Ghio 80) Warm white w/ yellow heart and petal edgings. 
CURIOUS YELLOW (Durrance 82) The brightest yellow gold around; ruffled. 
CUSTOM MADE (0. Brown 81) Lightly laced hot pink w/ shrimp red beards. 
DASHER (O. Brown 77) Ruffled, intense red violet self; fire red beards. 
DAWN GLORY (Schreiner 82) Rose pink S; salmon apricot F. 
DAZZLING GOLD (Anderson 81) Bright yellow S & F same w/ red veins & striations. 
DEEP FIRE (Schreiner 79) Bold new velvety red; big form; a MUST for red lovers. 
DEEP VENTURE (Shoop 82) Medium to deep blue w/ tangerine beards. 
DELPHI (Shoop 80) Best colored blue amoena w/ red beard; red, white, & blue. 
DESERT ECHO (M~ek _80) Deep yellow S; chrome green ground sanded plic F; huge. 
DESERT MIST (W1ll1amson 82) Subtle tan and sandalwood plicata. 
DINGLEY DIADEM (Donnell 80) Fawn tan S; violet F w/ tangerine beard. 
DISCRETION (Boushay 78) Violet S; rose violet F, paler in center; tangerine. 
DOVE CALL (Plough 80) Ruffled blue bitone. 
DREAM PINK (Burger 80) Ruffled pink self. 
DUAL ACCORD (D. Palmer 83) Buff S; deep blue violet F w/ mustard rim. 
DUTCH GIRL (K. Mohr 81) Ruffled white and blue amoena; vigorous. 
EASTER FINERY (D •. Palmer 81) Yellow S edged white; white F edged yellow; laced. 
EASTERTIME (Schreiner 80) Huge creamy yellow; very nice . 
EDEN (Gatty 83) Rich pink with bushy coral beards. Super form and ruffles. 
EDVARD GREIG (Benson 81) Blended lavender, orchid and magenta. 
EDYTH MAE (W. Jones 81) Ruffled & laced pale yellow . 
ELECTRIC HORSEMAN (Gartman 82) Pretty medium metallic blue 
EMBASSADORA (Blyth 78) Pink lavender S; purple F; tangerin~ beards. 
EMBRACEABLE (Benson 78) Ruffled deep coral pink self; deep coral beards. 
ENTHRALLING PINK (H. Mohr 80) Nice medium pink; very vigorous 
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ERLEEN RICHESON (Roderick 79) Wonderful ruff 
ETIQUETTE (Keppel 82) White ground narrowly 
EVENING FROLIC (Blyth 77) Lt. lilac S; viole 
EXOTIC ISLE (Plough 81) Deep purple w/ white 
EXUBERANT ( H. Mohr 81) Orange S; white F w/ 
FAITHFULNESS (Waltermire 83) Extremely broad 
FAN CLUB (Dalton 80) Short, blocky apricot o 
FANCY TALES (Shoop 80) White S; upper ½ F or 
FEEDBACK (Hager 83) Nicely formed medium vio 
FEMINIST (Gartman 83) Huge, ruffled rose pin 
FINAL CURTAIN (Hager 80) Very late deep orch 
FINIAN'S RAINBOW (Spahn 82) Rosy brown w/ la 
FIRE CREEK (Luihn 81) Short, bright deep vio 
FLAMENCO (Keppel 77) Deep gold S; maroon red 
FLAMING VICTORY (Weiler 83) Lightly ruffled 
FLIRTATION WALK (Blyth 75) Soft pink; coral 
FLOWER NOTE (0. Brown 80) Ruffled & frilled 
FLOWER SHOW (Gatty 83) Warm hyacinth orchid; 
FORBIDDEN (Dunn 80) Large, fluted pale blue
FOREVER APRIL (Gibson 81) Caramel and violet 
FORT APACHE (Schreiner 82) Maroon to ruby re 
FOUR LEAF CLOVER (Spahn 81) Nicely ruffled g 
FRANCES GAULTER (Hamblen 83) Pink S; shaded 
FRESNO CALYPSO (Weiler 78) Bright orange sel 
FRESNO FLASH (Weiler 83) Intense orange self 
FRESNO FROLIC (Weiler 80) Orange self w/ dar 
FRINGED LACE (Rudolph 80) Cream, flushed lav 
F.UNTASTIC (Plough 78) Variagated violet and · 
FU RNACE CREEK (Maryott 82) Intense bright or 
GA LLANT MOMENT (Schreiner 80) Very early, ta 
GAY MOTIF (0. Brown 82) Azaela pink S; lt. p 
GENEROSITY ( Keppel 79) Ruffled cream from pl 
GENIALITY (0. Brown 81) Rose pink S; smoky g 
GINGERBREAD GIRL (Gibson 81) Medi um brown p 1 
GLORY BOUND (R. Nelson 78) Wide & ruffled ro 
GO AROUND ( Dunn 83) White ground p 1 i cata w/ 
GODDESS (Keppel 81) Ruffled pale peach ivory 
GOLD BURST (D. Palmer 80) Ruffled white with 
GOLDEN GARNET (Gibson 80) Yellow orange S; y 
GOLD GALORE (Schreiner 78) BEST sunfast gold 
GOOD EARTH (Hamner 79) Rich ruffled & lightl 
GOOD MORNING AMERICA (Sexton 79) Powder blue 
GRANDMA'S BLUEGOWN (Niswonger 81) Medium blu 
GRANDMASTER (B. Brown 79) Purple self; bronz 
GRAPHIC ARTS (Hager 79) Deep purple pl icata 
GYPSY CARAVAN (Moldovan 78) Gold S; laced fl 
HANDIWORK (Ghio 83) Blue violet S; white Fm 
HAVILAND (Gaulter 80) Pale peach blending to 
HEARTACHES ( Spahn 83) Nicely ruffled cora 1 p 
HEATHER CLOUD (Hamner 81) Pastel purple S; 1 
HEAVEN HELPED (Waltermire 79) Pretty ruffled 
HEAVENLY ANGELS (Gatty 79) Great heavily ruf 
HEAVENLY DUE (Gibson 81) Pale violet plic on 
HENNA ACCENT (Hamblen 82) Lacy creamy flesh 
HIGHNESS (Ghio 81) Ruffled and finely laced 
HILIGHT (Hamblen 79) Ruffled yellow orange s 
HILOW (Dunn 82) Blended wine rose to red vio 
HOMBRE (R. Nelson 80) Copper rose S; copper 
HOMECOMING QUEEN (Sexton 78) Super rose copp 
HONEY MOCHA (Luihn 80) Beautiful, 1 ightly la 
HURLEY BURLEY (Boushay 78) Erythrite red S & 
ICE CASTLE (McWhirter 83) Blue white S & F w 
IDOL'S DREAM (Kegerise 82) Ruffled & flared 
INFINITE GRACE (Hamblen 82) Warm white S; me 
IN LOVE (Blyth 79 ) Pink S i nfused lavender; 
INSPIRATION POINT (Gibson 82) Ruffled smoky 
INVITATION (Schreiner 82) White S; apricot p 
IRENE NELSON (Jones 75) Reverse red violet b 
IVORY PLUMES (Plough 80) Heavily ruffled ric 
JACARANDA (Gaulter 81) Ruffled mulberry wine 
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er 82) White S infused yellow; maroon red F edged white. 
Deep gold S; ivory F w/ wide red brown plic band, GREAT!! 
82) Bronze S and margins around F w/ heavy red bronze plic. 
chortman 79) Laced rusty bronze; rich color. 
Ruffled and fluted white w/ slight blue tint. 

;einhauer 80) Rich golden tan blend w/ lace; heavy sub. 
2) Heavily ruffled and fluted blue violet self. 
n 79) Wide chocolate brown on yellow plicata. 
Caramel brown w/ orangeish beards. 
82) Rose and light brown blend; coral pink beards. 
1) Salmon pink S; cream F w/ raspberry plic; tangerine beards. 
th 79) Yellow S; deep red purple F. 

·hay 80) Phlox purple w/ yellowed hafts; red orange beards. 
on 81) Flesh tan ground w/ smoky violet plic; subtle. 
oty 82) Ruffled dark purple self. 
lden tan S; white F sanded violet w/ red violet rim. 
n 83) Light yellow S; white F w/yellow haft & beards; WOW! 
Clear, bright sunflower yellow; sunfast. 
81) Rose beige b 1 end 1 i ghter in F; banded beige. 
4) See Introductions. 

/o 82) Peach S; white F w/ laced peach edging. 
~son 82) Nicely formed white and blue violet plicata. 
p Heavily ruffled lavender orchid; 1 ighter around beards. 
• TACULAR! Bright gold S; vibrant violet F w/ brown halo. 
3) Exceptional dark cherry maroon; STUNNING!! a MUST! 
son 80) Pale yellow ground w/ chestnut brown plic. 
yth 79) Pink S; rose 1 ilac F w/ bright tangerine red beards. 
~blen 78) Exceptional white w/ red beards; laced; stalk! 
2) Yellow S; white F w/ yellow hafts and band. 
83) Heavily ruffled white w/ red beard. 
82) light blue S; dark violet purple F; nice. 
er 80) Orchid pink S; fuschia rose F; broad & tall; SUPER! 
son 82) Apricot ground heavily sanded red purple; laced. 7l Fantastic ruffled & laced orange from Australia. 
8 Huge light & medium blue bitone w/ red beards. 

el 83) Blue S; pansy violet F; broad and ruffled. 
rick 79) Coppery tan-orange; tangerine beard; TERRIFIC! 
ger 81) Near white S; peach apricot F edged white. 
81) Flawlessly formed rich coral; exceptionally fine. 
er 82) Deep blue w/ 1 ighter shaded edge on F; different. 
ohr 81) Huge blocky pure white; vigorous. 

er 80) Stark white ground with wide red purple plicata. 
own 82) large, laced, rich coral pink; deep coral beards. 
Schreiner 81) Slightly ruffled burgundy red; self beards. 
80) Warm white w/ yellow heart and petal edgings. 
nee 82) The brightest yellow gold around; ruffled. 
81) lightly laced hot pink w/ shrimp red beards. 

Ruffled, intense red violet self; fire red beards. 
82) Rose pink S; salmon apricot F. 

son 81) Bright yellow S & F same w/ red veins & striations. 
79) Bold new velvety red; big form; a MUST for red lovers. 

B2) Medium to deep blue w/ tangerine beards. 
st colored blue amoena w/ red beard; red, white, & blue. 
' Deep yellow S; chrome green ground sanded pl ic F; huge. 
son 82) Subtle tan and sandalwood plicata. 
~11 80) Fawn tan S; violet F w/ tangerine beard. 
?8) Violet S; rose violet F, paler in center; tangerine. 
) Ruffled b 1 ue bi tone. 
O) Ruffled pink self. 
!r 83) Buff S; _deep blue violet F w/ mustard rim. 
31) Ruffled wh1 te and b 1 ue amoena; vigorous. 
lmer 81) Yellow S edged white; white F edged yellow; laced. 

80) Huge creamy yellow; very nice. 
pink with bushy cora 1 beards. Super form and ruffles . 
81) Blended lavender, orchid and magenta. 

31) Ruffled & laced pale yellow. 
irtman 82) Pretty medium metallic blue 
I) Pink lavender S; purple F; tangerin~ beards. 
8) Ruffled deep coral pink self; deep coral beards. 
Mohr 80) Nice medium pink; very vigorous 
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ERLEEN RICHESON (Roderick 79) Wonderful ruffled peach pink. 
ETIQUETTE (Keppel 82) White ground narrowly edged deep violet blue. 
EVENING FROLIC {Blyth 77) Lt. lilac S; violet F w/ red beards. 
EXOTIC ISLE (Plough 81) Deep purple w/ white infusion in S & spot in F. 
EXUBERANT (H. Mohr 81) Orange S; white F w/ orange halo; an orange Joyce Teri . 
FAITHFULNESS (Waltermire 83) Extremely broad & ruffled deep to medium blue. 
FAN CLUB (Dalton 80) Short, blocky apricot orange; very nice. 
FANCY TALES (Shoop 80) White S; upper ½ F orange, lower purple; DIFFERENT! Scarce . 
FEEDBACK (Hager 83) Nicely formed medium violet rebloomer. 
FEMINIST (Gartman 83) Huge, ruffled rose pink self. 
FINAL CURTAIN (Hager 80) Very late deep orchid. 
FINIAN'S RAINBOW (Spahn 82) Rosy brown w/ lavender wash on F; brown edge. 
FIRE CREEK (Luihn 81) Short, bright deep violet w/ red beards. 
FLAMENCO (Keppel 77) Deep gold S; maroon red on white plic F; CHOICE!!! 
FLAMING VICTORY {Weiler 83) Lightly ruffled med. yellow w/ orange beards; BEST! ! 
FLIRTATION WALK (Blyth 75) Soft pink; coral beards. 
FLOWER NOTE (O. Brown 80) Ruffled & frilled orient pink; very appealing. 
FLOWER SHOW {Gatty 83) Warm hyacinth orchid; paler in F; deep yellow beards. 
FORBIDDEN (Dunn 80) large, fluted pale blue-gray; great stalks. 
FOREVER APRIL (Gibson 81) Caramel and violet blend w/ gold blaze in F. 
FORT APACHE {Schreiner 82) Maroon to ruby red w/ excellent branching. 
FOUR LEAF CLOVER {Spahn 81) Nicely ruffled glowing chrome yellow self; NICE! 
FRANCES GAULTER (Hamblen 83) Pink S; shaded bright violet F w/ red beards; Yum. 
FRESNO CALYPSO (Weiler 78) Bright orange self; great color saturation. 
FRESNO FLASH (Weiler 83) Intense orange self w/ big orange beards; ruffled • 
FRESNO FROLIC (Weiler 80) Orange self w/ dark orange beards. 
FRINGED LACE (Rudolph 80) Cream, flushed lavender w/ chartreuse edge; laced. 
~UNTASTIC {Plough 78) Variagated violet and white plicata; all mixed up. 
FURNACE CREEK (Maryott 82) Intense bright orange self. 
GALLANT MOMENT (Schreiner 80) Very early, tall red; vigorous. 
GAY MOTIF {O. Brown 82) Azaela pink S; lt. purple F; poppy red beards ; ruffled. 
GENEROSITY (Keppel 79) Ruffled cream from plic breeding; large blooms. 
GENIALITY (O. Brown 81) Rose pink S; smoky grape F w/ coral beards; laced. 
GINGERBREAD GIRL {Gibson 81) Medium brown plic w/ white fall patch. 
GLORY BOUND (R. Nelson 78) Wide & ruffled rosy violet; red beards. 
GO AROUND {Dunn 83) White ground plicata w/ blue stitching around all petals. 
GODDESS (Keppel 81) Ruffled pale peach ivory w/ darker hafts; exceptional. 
GOLD BURST {D. Palmer 80) Ruffled white with bright gold haft & beards; BRIGHT! 
GOLDEN GARNET (Gibson 80) Yellow orange S; yellow F w/ garnet plic markings. 
GOLD GALORE (Schreiner 78) BEST sunfast gold available! A MUST!! 
GOOD EARTH (Hamner 79) Rich ruffled & lightly laced golden bronze . 
GOOD MORNING AMERICA (Sexton 79) Powder blue; deeper blue beards. 
GRANDMA'S BLUEGOWN (Niswonger 81) Medium blue w/ deep blue beards. 
GRANDMASTER (B. Brown 79) Purple self; bronze beards. 
GRAPHIC ARTS (Hager 79) Deep purple plicata and band on white ground; nice. 
GYPSY CARAVAN (Moldovan 78) Gold S; laced flared red F; fantastic! 
HANDIWORK (Ghio 83) Blue violet S; white F marbled blue violet; DIFFERENT!! 
HAVILAND (Gaulter 80) Pale peach blending to ivory in F; amber hafts. 
HEARTACHES (Spahn 83) Nicely ruffled coral pink w/ bright carrot red beards. 
HEATHER CLOUD (Hamner 81) Pastel purple S; lilac F; orchid pink beards. 
HEAVEN HELPED (Waltermire 79) Pretty ruffled white w/ pink beards; nice. 
HEAVENLY ANGELS {Gatty 79) Great heavily ruffled pure white; STALKS!! 
HEAVENLY DUE (Gibson 81) Pale violet plic on lt. yellow to cream ground. 
HENNA ACCENT (Hamblen 82) lacy creamy flesh to amber; sienna beards; short. 
HIGHNESS (Ghio 81) Ruffled and finely laced pink; finicky; small plants. 
HILIGHT (Hamblen 79) Ruffled yellow orange self; burnt orange beards. 
HILOW (Dunn 82) Blended wine rose to red violet; small blue flush in F. 
HOMBRE (R. Nelson 80) Copper rose S; copper blended F banded bronze. GREAT!! 
HOMECOMING QUEEN (Sexton 78) Super rose copper; orange beards; STALKS!! 
HONEY MOCHA (luihn 80) Beautiful, lightly laced chocolate mocha & brassy blend . 
HURLEY BURLEY (Boushay 78) Erythrite red S & band on mauve F; ruffled & laced. 
ICE CASTLE (McWhirter 83) Blue whites & F with gold shoulders. 
IDOL'S DREAM (Kegerise 82) Ruffled & flared clear medium yellow. 
INFINITE GRACE (Hamblen 82) Warm white S; med. pink F w/ lighter rim; red beard • 
IN LOVE (Blyth 79 ) Pink S i nfused lavender; l ilac F w/ coral red beards. 
INSPIRATION POINT (Gibson 82) Ruffled smoky reddish violet plic. 
INVITATION (Schreiner 82) White S; apricot pink F; rebl oomer. 
IRENE NELSON (Jones 75) Reverse red violet bicolor; whitish F area; red bea rds . 
IVORY PLUMES (Plough 80) Heavily ruffled rich ivory cream; super substance. 
JACARANDA (Gaulter 81) Ruffled mulberry wine w/ tangerine beards. 
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$ 4.00 JONTUE (Williamson 81) Cream S; cream F banded beige apricot; coral beards. 
4.00 JOVIAN MAGIC (Blyth 76) Pink with blue blush; tangerine beards. 
6.9ll._ JOY OF SPRINGTIME (Sexton 80) Heavy gold lace on warm white; substance; STALKS! 

\ 4.50 ~JUNE SUNSET (Niswonger 81) White S infused apricot; peachy orange F. 
'o:oo KING OF DIAMONDS (Blyth 79) Huge cream and lemon blend. 
11.00 KING'S CASTLE (Hamblen 82) Elegantly ruffled deep royal purple self. 
14.00 KISS WALTZ (Benson 82) Ruffled deep coral and cinnamon pink blend; red beards. 
6.00 LACED COTTON (Schreiner 80) Big, clean, ruffled & LACED white; stunning. 
7.00 LADY FRIEND (Ghio 81) Tall garnet rose w/ tangerine beards from brown breeding. 
5.00 LADY OF SPAIN {Luihn 76) Pink S; purple F banded pink - OVERBLOOMS! ! 
4.00 LAKE PLACID (Benson 77) Pretty ruffled pale blue; fragrant. 
5.00 LAMIA (Hager 81) Ruffled pearl-grey & lavender tones w/ spoons at end of beards. 

11.00 LAND 0' LAKES {Schreiner 82) Ruffled medium blue w/ fine branching. 
12.00 LAST CALL (Williamson 82) Orchid lavender on white plic; pale lavender S. 
10.00 LAST WALTZ {Spahn 82) Ruffled and flared rosy orchid; paler near beards. 
4.00 LATITUDE (R. Nelson 80) Heavily ruffled lav-blue w/ gold hafts; excellent. 

14.00 LAVENDER RIBBON (Rudolph 81) Lavender pink S & F with F edged in yellow. 
6.00 LA ZANZARA {Plough 82) Blue violet S; white F w/ violet plicata markings. 
7.00 LEDA'S LOVER {Hager 80) Big blousy, ruffled white; immaculate form & STALKS!! 

_5 .00 LEMON CREST (Rudolph 79) Brilliant lemon & white; great substance. 
4.00 LEMON LYRIC {Meek 78) Large ruffled light yellow; paler in F; a MUST!!! 
4.00 LEMON PUNCH (Gatty 79) Well formed lemon; large & imposing. 
5.00 LIEBESTRAUM (Spahn 78) Bright coral pink; paler F with deep coral beards. 

10.00 LIGHTED WITHIN (Blodgett 80) Cream S; yellow F & styles; orange beard; STUNNING! 
12.00 LILAC FANTASTIC {Parker 82) Pale lilac with beautifully ruffled & fluted edges. 
4.00 LILAC FLAME (Hamblen 79} Smooth, wonderfully formed lilac w/ red beards. 

11.00 LILAC LASS (Niswonger 82} Blue lilac S; white F w/ hint of lilac; nice shading. 
4.00 LILAC LOVE {Gibson 78} Cobalt violet stitching on white ground plic; ruffled. 
4.00 LILAC THRILL (Niswonger 79) Pale lilac with pink beards; nice stalks. 
4.00 LIME JADE (Meek 79) Ruffled chrome to yellow green; vigorous. 
4.00 LISA ANN (Blyth 77) White S; lt. pink F w/ rosy pink hafts. 

18.00 LIVE MUSIC (Schreiner 83) Lt. peach S; rich fuschia pink F; orange beards; laced!!! 
14.00 LOOK OUT (Gibson 82} White tinted lavender; gold hafts & lacy edge; orange beard. 
7.00 LORD JEFF {Waite 81) Ruffled dark violet self; super branching. 
6.00 LORILEE (Schreiner 81) HUGE rose orchid w/ paler area in F; STALKS!! 
4.00 LOUDON DELIGHT (Crossman 77) Orient pink S; apricot F with tangerine beards. 

25.00 LOUDON GOLD (Crossman 84) See Introductions. 
25.00 LOUDON ROYAL (Crossman 84} See Introductions. 
5.00 LOVE BANDIT (Blyth 77) Soft pink S; pastel lilac F; red beards; SUPER!! 
6.00 LOVE BOAT (El. Kegerise 81) Ruffled lt. pink self w/ deeper pink beards . 
4.00 LOVE CHANT (Blyth 80) White S; smooth lt. apricot F; tangerine beards. 
5.00 LOVELY KAY {Hamblen 80} Well formed medium pink w/ deeper hafts; PRETTY!! 
6.00 LOVE MAGIC (McWhirter 81) Laced & ruffled pinkish lavender rose; shrimp beards. 
9.00 LOYAL DEVOTION (Waltermire 82} Shimmering, ruffled lt blue. Super color! 
5.00 LULLABY OF LOVE (Williamson 81) Peach S; cream pink F banded pink. 
5 00 MAGIC CANDLE (Meek 76} Ecru cream S; red violet F w/ white spot around beards. 

12:00 MAIN TOPIC (D. Palmer 82} Cinnamon, honey, tan blend deepening toward edges. 
11.00 MARINE LUSTER (Weiler 82)Large, satiny medium blue. 
16.00 MARINER'S COVE (Luihn 83) Super branched medium wisteria blue; blocky form. 
8.00 MARION ACKERMAN (McWhirter 82) Ruffled & laced orchid lavender blend. 
6.00 MARKED DECK (Plough 79) Ruffled white & hyacinth blue plicata. 

7 5.00 MARMALADE (Keppel 79) Great new deep orange; ruffled and laced; GREAT! 
18.00 MARSH LIGHT (Donnell 83} Yellow S; blended yellow & lavender F w/ green-gold edge. 
5.00 MASTER TOUCH (Schreiner 80) Heavily ruffled rich deep purple. 
5.00 MEADOW ROSE {O. Brown 80) Ruffled rose pink w/ bright red beards; nice. 
8.00 MELODY RIPPLES (Julander 80) Heavily ruffled & laced wisteria lavender; over)ooked. 

11.00 MERRY MADRIGAL (Babson 82} Smoky cream S; lavender washed F w/ cream edge; nice! 
4.00 MEXICALI ROSE {Spahn 79) Ruffled orchid rose self w/ soft tangerine beards. 

- 5.00 MICHIGAN PRIDE (Berndt 76) Laced maroon on yellow plic; BRIGHT! BRANCHING! WOW!! 
5.00 MIDWAY (Dunn 80) Deep violet w/ white area in standards & falls. . 
6.00 MIRRORED SKY (D. Palmer 79} Ruffled & laced clear lt. blue; super branching. 
5.00 MIRROR IMAGE (Hager 79) Wide banded dark purple on white plic; SHOWY!! . 
6.00 MIRROR MIRROR {Gibson 79) Brown plic on lt. yellow ground; silvery slash in F. 
5.00 MISTRESS (Keppel 80) Soft pink & phlox purple plic; the BEST. 
5.00 MISTY PINK (Bur~er 77) Ruffled light pink; soft tangerine beards. . 

16.00 MOMENT IN TIME (Ev. Kegerise 83) Exquisite warm white w/ deep ruffles & fluting. 
4.00 MOONSTRUCK (Schreiner 79) Clean light sulphur to lemon yellow; big flowers. 

14.00 MORE REFRESHING (Hoage 82) Strange olive green w/ bronze blue beards; UNUSUAL! 
6.00 MORNING HYMN (Schreiner 80) Laced orchid self w/ waxen finish; big flowers. 

10.00 MORNING SHADOWS (Dunn 82) Ruffled blue bitone w/ super branching & big flowers. 
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MORNING SUNSHINE (Daling 81} Cream ground pl 
MULBERRY CRUSH (Niswonger 80} Rosy magenta; 
MULLED WINE (Keppel 82) Raspberry burgundy w, 
MUSICLAND {Spahn 83) Diamond dusted peachy a1 
MY CHARM (Burger 76} Ruffled medium pink w/ · 
NATURE'S OWN (0. Brown 81} Tangerine orange 1 
NAVY CHANT (Luihn 82) Ruffled, velvety black 
NAVY WAVES (Black 84) See Introductions. 
NEFERTITI (Ga tty 81) Creamy pink S; 1 ilac wh 
NEW TOMORROW {Sexton 81) Ruffled white w/ de, 
NICKELODEON (Spence 78) Sparkling raspberry I 
NIGHT AFFAIR (Luihn 83} Deeply ruffled & flu· 
NIGHT CLUB (McWhirter 82} Magnificent, ruffli 
NIGHT RAIDER (Burrell 77) Velvety blue black 
NOBLE (Michel 79} Pale violet; white in cent, 
NORDIC PRINCE (Tams 79} Ruffled red violet s, 
NORDIC SEAS (D. Mohr 82} Pale blue S; deeper 
NORWEGIAN WOOD {Ghio 82} Mid brown w/ blue f 
NUANCE (P. Dyer 81} Heavily ruffled pale cam, 
ORANGE PLUME (Gibson 79l Ruffled orange w/ sr 
ORANGE STAR (Hamblen 81 Premier laced orang, 
ORCHIDARIUM (Gaulter 80} Blue lavender self 1 
ORCHID CHIFFON (Plough 81) Large light orchi, 
ORIENTAL ETCHING (Rudolph 80) Lav. pink S; wl 
PACIFIC GROVE (Luihn 81} Big, smooth lobelia 
PACIFIC MIST (Schreiner 79) Light wisteria b. 
PALO PINTO (Moores 82} Golden S; tan yellow I 
PANDORA'S PURPLE (Ensminger 81} Violet grounj 
PANSY ROY ALE (P. Smith 77) Overlooked, tall l 
PARADISE (Gatty 80) Heavily ruffled & laced 1 
PARIS ORIGINAL (Ghio 81) Tall cranberry arch 
PEACH CHAMPAGNE (Blodgett 81) Ruffled; peach 
PEACH SUNDAE ( Hamner 78) We 11 formed, smooth 
PEACHTREE (D. Mohr 78} Wide & laced buff peal 
PEPPERMINT CRUSH (Niswonger 82) Pink S; whit\ 
PERFECT ACCENT (Weiler 80} Lightly laced brf 
PERSONAL TOUCH (0. Brown 81) Apricot, pink, · 
PETALUMA (Denney 80) Tall dusty rose. 
PHAROAH 'S GOLD (0. Brown 80} Laced gold w/ d 
PHOENIX (Keppel 78) Plum brown plic w/ small 
PINK ATTIRE {Schmelzer 75) DIFFERENT, tailoq 
PINK CONFETTI (Gibson 76) Rose pink plic marl 
PINK JAMBOREE (Luihn 81) Lacy light pink w/ l 
PINK VANILLA (Gaulter 79) Creamy apricot pinl 
PIPING HOT (Schreiner 81) Rich peach apricot 
PLAYBOY PRINCE (Benson 81} Tall, ruffled dee1 
PLAYGIRL (Gatty 77) Clean laced medium pink; 
PLEASURE DOME (Hager 82) Super formed orchid 
PLEATED GOWN (Roderick 81) Med. yellow S; er 
POETIC JUSTICE (D. Palmer 82) Burgundy S; ce1 
POP'S CONCERT (Waite 81) Ruffled dark violet , 
PORTA VILLA (Gibson 73) Heavy beet rose purp 
PORTRAIT OF LARRIE (Gaulter 79} Pretty mediUIJ 
PRAY FOR PEACE (Plough 82) Large, flared, flt 
PRETTIE PRINT (Schreiner 80} Laced white & sl 
PRETTY LADY {Gatty 82) Creamy peach-pink w/ I 
PRIDE OF OKLAHOMA (P. Dyer 80} Ruffled, deep 
PUNKIN (Keppel-Hager 81) Pumpkin orange; rebj 
PURPLE STREAKER (Ensminger 81) Royal purple~ 
QUEEN IN CALICO (Gibson 80) Ruffled & LACED l 
RADIANT SUMMER (Schreiner 78) Vibrant, brassJ 
RAIN COUNTRY (Plough 79) Mineral violet & wh · 
RAVEN HILL (Carr 75) Overlooked, great, silkj 
RAVEN'S ROOST (Plough 81) Ruffled & fluted d\ 
RECEPTIVE MOOD (D. Palmer 80} Lavender-rose-! 
REPLAY (Ghio 80) Laced apricot w/ tangerine t 
RINGO {Shoop 79) White S; grape F edged whit 
RISING MOON (Schreiner 83) Super wide, billlJl 
RISQUE PINK (Gibson 81) Large ruffled pink wl 
ROBUSTO (Black 84) See Introductions. Free w 
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.) Cream S; cream F banded beige apricot; coral beards, 
'6) Pink with blue blush; tangerine beards. 
!Xton 80) Heavy gold lace on warm white; substance; STALKS! 
!r 81) White S infused apricot; peachy orange F. 
•th 79) Huge cream and lemon bl end, 
!n 82) Elegantly ruffled deep royal purple self, 
!) Ruffled deep coral and cinnamon pink blend; red beards. 
1er 80) Big, clean, ruffled & LACED white; stunning. 

Tall garnet rose w/ tangerine beards from brown breeding. 
76) Pink S; purple F banded pink - OVER8LOOMS! ! 
'7) Pretty ruffled pale blue; fragrant. 
'led pearl-grey & lavender tones w/ spoons at end of beards, 
ner 82) Ruffled medium blue w/ fine branching. 
1 82) Orchid lavender on white plic; pale lavender S. 

Ruffled and flared rosy orchid; paler near beards. 
10) Heavily ruffled lav-blue w/ gold hafts; excellent. 
1lph 81) Lavender pink S & F with F edged in yellow. 
!) Blue violet S; white F w/ violet plicata markings. 
10) Big blousy, ruffled white; irrrnaculate form & STALKS!! 
79) Brilliant lemon & white; great substance, 

, Large ruffled light yellow; paler in F; a MUST!!! 'l Well formed lemon; large & imposing. 
I Bright coral pink; paler F with deep coral beards. 
1ett 80) Cream S; yellow F & styles; orange beard; STUNNING! 
:er 82) Pale lilac with beautifully ruffled & fluted edges. 
79) Smooth, wonderfully formed lilac w/ red beards, 

· 82) Blue lilac S; white F w/ hint of lilac; nice s hading. 
I) Caba lt viol et stitching on white ground pl i c; ruffled. 
1er 79) Pale lilac with pink beards; nice stalks. 
tuffled chrome to yellow green; vigorous, 
/hite S; lt. pink F w/ rosy pink hafts. 
· 83) Lt. peach S; rich fuschia pink F; orange beards; laced!!! 
White tinted lavender; gold hafts & lacy edge; orange beard. 
Ruffled dark violet self; super branching. 

.) HUGE rose orchid w/ paler area in F; STALKS!! 
;man 77) Orient pink S; apricot F with tangerine beards, 
1 84) See Introductions. 
in 84) See Introductions. 
') Soft pink S; pastel lilac F; red beards; SUPER!! 
ise 81) Ruffled lt. pink self w/ deeper pink beards. 
1 White S; smooth lt, apricot F; tangerine beards. 
10) Well formed medium pink w/ deeper hafts; PRETTY!! 
• 81) Laced & ruffled pinkish lavender rose; shrimp beards, 
!rtnire 82) Shirrrnering, ruffled lt blue. Super color! 
liamson 81) Peach S; cream pink F banded pink, 
i) Ecru cream S; red violet F w/ white spot around beards. 
• 82) Cinnamon, honey, tan blend deepening toward edges. 
· 82\Large, satiny medium blue. 
1 83 Super branched medium wisteria blue; blocky form. 
1irter 82) Ruffled & laced orchid lavender blend. 
'9) Ruffled white & hyacinth blue plicata. 
I Great new deep orange; ruffled and laced; GREAT! 
83) Yellow S; blended yellow & lavender F w/ green-gold edge, 
1er 80) Heavily ruffled rich deep purple. 
1 80) Ruffled rose pink w/ bright red beards; nice. 
1der 80) Heavily ruffled & laced wisteria lavender; overlooked. 
,n 82) Smoky cream S; lavender washed F w/ cream edge; nice! 
79) Ruffled orchid rose self w/ soft tangerine beards. 
It 76) Laced maroon on yellow plic; BRIGHT! BRANCHING! WOW!! 
1 violet w/ white area in standards & falls. 
ier 79) Ruffled & laced clear lt, blue; super branching. 
•9) Wide banded dark purple on white plic; SHOWY!! 
1 79) Brown plic on lt, yellow ground; silvery slash in F. 
Soft pink & phlox purple plic; the BEST. 
') Ruffled light pink; soft tangerine beards, . 
(egerise 83] Exquisite warm white w/ deep ruffles & fluting, 
• 79) Clean light sulphur to lemon yellow; big flowers, 
Je 82) Strange olive green w/ bronze blue beards; UNUSUAL! 
1er 80) Laced orchid self w/ waxen finish; big flowers, 
1 82) Ruffled blue bitone w/ super branching & big flowers, 
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MORNING SUNSHINE (Daling 81) Cream ground plic w/ spinel pink markings; nice!! 
MULBERRY CRUSH (Niswonger 80) Rosy magenta; lighter in F w/ deeper band; laced. 
MULLED WINE (Keppel 82) Raspberry burgundy w/ terra cotta beards; laced; WONDERFUL! 
MUSICLAND (Spahn 83) Diamond dus.ted peachy apricot w/ soft tangerine beards. 
MY CHARM (Burger 76) Ruffled medium pink w/ tangerine beards. 
NATURE'S OWN (0. Brown 81) Tangerine orange w/ pink blush in S; orange beards. 
NAVY CHANT (Luihn 82) Ruffled, velvety blackish violet; very nice. 
NAVY WAVES (Black 84) See Introductions. 
NEFERTITI (Gatty 81) Creamy pink S; lilac white F w/ mauve band; heavy ruffles. 
NEW TOMORROW (Sexton 81) Ruffled white w/ deep orchid styles. 
NICKELODEON (Spence 78) Sparkling raspberry pink w/ pink beards. 
NIGHT AFFAIR (Luihn 83) Deeply ruffled & fluted dark royal violet; smooth. 
NIGHT CLUB (McWhirter 82) Magnificent, ruffled royal purple self; super stalk. 
NIGHT RAIDER (Burrell 77) Velvety blue black. 
NOBLE (Michel 79) Pale violet; white in center of F. 
NORDIC PRINCE (Tams 79) Ruffled red violet self w/ blue beards; gorgeous. 
NORDIC SEAS (D. Mohr 82) Pale blue S; deeper violet blue F; gigantic blooms. 
NORWEGIAN WOOD (Ghio 82) Mid brown w/ blue flash in F; bright orange beard. 
NUANCE {P, Dyer 81) Heavily ruffled pale cameo pink. 
ORANGE PLUME (Gibson 79) Ruffled orange w/ small white signal in F. 
ORANGE STAR (Hamblen 81) Premier laced orange - PURE EXCITEMENT!!! 
ORCHIDARIUM {Gaulter 80) Blue lavender self w/ white beards; fluted ruffling. 
ORCHID CHIFFON (Plough 81) Large light orchid lavender. 
ORIENTAL ETCHING {Rudolph 80) Lav. pink S; white-rose-tan blended F; GREAT! 
PACIFIC GROVE (Luihn 81) Big, smooth lobelia blue self w/ orange beards. 
PACIFIC MIST (Schreiner 79) Light wisteria blue self, 
PALO PINTO (Moores 82) Golden S; tan yellow F sanded deeper tan plic; rebloom. 
PANDORA'S PURPLE (Ensminger 81) Violet ground w/ deep purple plic on edges. 
PANSY ROYALE {P. Smith 77) Overlooked, tall sturdy pansy violet; FINE! 
PARADISE {Gatty 80) Heavily ruffled & laced peach pink; best Gatty pink to date. 
PARIS ORIGINAL (Ghio 81) Tall cranberry orchid w/ red beards. 
PEACH CHAMPAGNE (Blodgett 81) Ruffled; peach S w/ slightly lighter F. 
PEACH SUNDAE (Hamner 78) Well formed, smooth peach amoena; overblooms, 
PEACHTREE (D. Mohr 78) Wide & laced buff peach self; yellow orange beards. 
PEPPERMINT CRUSH (Niswonger 82) Pink S; white F w/ pink rim & haft; ruffled. 
PERFECT ACCENT (Weiler 80) Lightly laced brilliant yellow w/ orangeish beards. 
PERSONAL TOUCH (0. Brown 81) Apricot, pink, and orange blend; lacy edges. 
PETALUMA (Denney 80) Tall dusty rose. 
PHAROAH'S GOLD (0. Brown 80) Laced gold w/ deep orange beards. 
PHOENIX (Keppel 78) Plum brown plic w/ small creamy white fall center. 
PINK ATTIRE (Schmelzer 75) DIFFERENT, tailored shell pink w/ picotee lace edges. 
PINK CONFETTI (Gibson 76) Rose pink plic marks on pinkish cream ground; NICE! 
PINK JAMBOREE (Luihn 81) Lacy light pink w/ brick red beards. 
PINK VANILLA (Gaulter 79) Creamy apricot pink w/ deep tangerine beards. 
PIPING HOT (Schreiner 81) Rich peach apricot S; frosted white F laced peach. 
PLAYBOY PRINCE (Benson 81) Tall, ruffled deep blue self w/ med. blue beards. 
PLAYGIRL (Gatty 77) Clean laced medium pink; refined & excellent. 
PLEASURE DOME (Hager 82) Super formed orchid pink w/ laced edges, 
PLEATED GOWN (Roderick 81) Med. yellow S; cream F w/ deeper hafts; RUFFLED. 
POETIC JUSTICE (D. Palmer 82) Burgundy S; cerise violet F w/ burgundy rim. 
POP'S CONCERT (Waite 81) Ruffled dark violet. 
PORTA VILLA (Gibson 73) Heavy beet rose purple on salmon ground plic; showy. 
PORTRAIT OF LARRIE (Gaulter 79) Pretty medium blue; nice clean color. 
PRAY FOR PEACE (Plough 82) Large, flared, fluted & ruffled white; SUPERB!!! 
PRETTIE PRINT (Schreiner 80) Laced white & soft orchid plic; delicate looking. 
PRETTY LADY (Gatty 82) Creamy peach-pink w/ fiery orange red beards. 
PRIDE OF OKLAHOMA (P. Drer 80) Ruffled, deep garnet red; smooth & early. 
PUNKIN (Keppel-Hager 81) Pumpkin orange; reblooms in mild climates. 
PURPLE STREAKER (Ensminger 81) Royal purple w/ irregular white streaks. 
QUEEN IN CALICO (Gibson 80) Ruffled & LACED lt orange buff marked deep violet, 
RADIANT SUMMER (Schreiner 78) Vibrant, brassy yellow-henna brown blend, 
RAIN COUNTRY (Plough 79) Mineral violet & white luminata type plicata. 
RAVEN HILL (Carr 75) Overlooked, great, silky violet black. 
RAVEN'S ROOST (Plough 81) Ruffled & fluted deep purple black self, 
RECEPTIVE MOOD (D. Palmer 80) Lavender-rose-gold blended S; yellow F. 
REPLAY (Ghio 80) Laced apricot w/ tangerine beard. 
RINGO (Shoop 79) White S; grape F edged white; red beards; BRIGHT!! 
RISING MOON (Schreiner 83) Super wide, billowy lemon yellow. 
RISQUE PINK (Gibson 81) Large ruffled pink w/ big wide red beards. 
ROBUSTO (Black 84) See Introductions. Free with purchase of $40.00 or more, 
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ROLLER COASTER (Black 84} See Introductio~s. . 
ROMANTIC VOYAGE (Mohr 82) Light blue S; nicely ruffled violet blue F. 
ROMAN WALK (Blyth 77) Tan gold S; red brown F; attractive. 
RON (Hamblen 81) Big, silky violet blue self; great stalks! 
ROSABELLE V (Hamblen 82) Pink S; shimmering violet F; tall STALKS! Gorgeous!! 
RUFFLED QUEEN (Gibson 80) Yellow orange S; white F marked purple violet; nice. 
RUFFLED SURPRISE (Rudolph 81) Smoky plum S; antique white F edged chartreuse. 
RUFFLES AND LACE (Hamblen 82) Yellow w/ paler area in F & greenis~ texture veins. 
RUSTIC CEDAR (Schreiner 81) Big, bold, golden copper tan; very bright! 
RUSTIC DANCE (Gibson 80) Yellow ground plic sanded maroon; STUNNING! a MUST!! 
SAN JOSE (Ghio 78) Golden caramel brown, blended violet in F; ruffled & laced. 
SATIN BOW (O. Brown 78} Glowing pink & orange buff blend; gorgeous but slow. 
SATIN SHEET (Michel 82) Ruffled chartreuse yel)ow; yellow beards •. 
SATURNALIA (Hager 82) Yellow S; orchid F blending to yellow edge; different. 
SCENARIO (Hager 79) Silvery lav. S; lavender violet F w/ tan styles; ruffled. 
SCENTED OPALS (Danielson 80) Ruffled white w/ dark blue beards; arilbred blood. 
SCOTCH BLEND (Gatty 81} Greenish tan S; lt tan F suffused yellow; laced; NICE! 
SEA PILOT (Roderick 81} White S; medium blue F; big and ruffled. 
SEASHORE (Ghio 81} Large, ruffled deep blue w/ brownish be~rds. 
SECRET COVE (0. Brown 80} Nice laced medium blue w/ tangerine red beards. 
SEEKER (D. Palmer 81) Pale blue white w/ blue beards; vigorous. 
SEPTEMBER (Spahn 82} Rust brown S; brown F flushed yellow at beard & haft. 
SERENE (Corlew 83} White w/ undertones & shadings of blue violet; subtle. 
SHADES OF AUTUMN (Gladish 81} Buff S infused rust; rusty red F w/ buff edge. 
SHAMAN (DuBose 80) Gold S; black maroon F; bronze beards; UNIQUE!!! 
SHEER POETRY (D. Palmer 79} Exquisitely formed subtle buff-lavender-lt 

yellow blend; heavily fluted & ruffled; BEST!!!! 
SHIP TO SHORE (Plough 81} Buff yellow S; gentian blue F; finest of the class._ 
SHOW BIZ (Gatty 80} Amber yellow S; glossy maroon red F; tall; overblooms a bit. 
SHOWMAN (Corlew 83} Sparkling stark white w/ bright red beards; super stalks! 
SHOW ROYALE (Blyth 80) Beige S infused violet; violetT w/ mustard beards. 
SILVER YEARS (Hager 80) Blue silver S; white F; ruffled & a bit of lace. 
SIMPATICO (Gatty 79) Reddish raspberry violet self; rusty tangerine beards. 
SIMPLE DREAMS (R. Nelson 83) Apricot-pink-golden yellow blend; ruffled; NICE!! 
SIMPLE PLEASURES (Gatty 82) Silvery lilac orchid w/ paler F; laced. 
SI SENOR (D. Palmer 82) Smooth copper w/ deeper hafts & paler ~dges on F. 
SKYFIRE (Schreiner 80) Rich, brilliant orange; tall & eyecatching. 
SKYHOOKS (Osborne 80) Yellow S & band around white F; blue horns; FORM!! 
SMOOTH TALK (Gartman 82} Pink orange S; apricot F w/ orange beard. Pretty! 
SNOW PALACE (Ev. Kegerise 82} Ruffled white w/ yellow hafts. 
SNOW SHOW (Julander 80) Blocky laced pure white w/ red beards; overlooked. 
SNOW WHITE'S ROUGE (Black 84} See Introductions. 
SNOWY WONDERLAND (0. Brown 79) Huge white; yellow shoulders; big orange beards. 
SOAP OPERA (Ghio 82) Brassy tan blend S; blue violet F edged S color. 
SOCIAL CLIMBER (Shoop 81) Ruffled pink self w/ deep pink beards. 
SOCIAL HOUR (Hagberg 82) Ruffled & laced rose pink w/ paler area around beard. 
SOCIAL REGISTER (Ghio 82} Pale pink w/ soft tangerine beards. 
SOFT JAZZ (Schreiner 82} Smoky buff gold S infused claret; claret purple F. 
SOFT REFRAIN (Plough 81) Sulphur yellow S; white F banded sulphur yellow. 
SONG OF NORWAY (Luihn 79} Pale blue; deep blue beards; tall show stalks!! 
SONG OF SPRING (Hamblen 83} Lt violet blue S; deeper toned F; tangerine red beards. 
SOPHISTICATED LADY (Spahn 79) Ruffled & laced greenish cream; nice form. 
SORCERESS (Keppel 82} Peach S; ivory peach F w/ wide sanded plic band. Super! 
SPECTACULAR BID (Denney 81) Tall, rich burgundy red; great stalks; vigorous. 
SPECULATOR (Ghio 83) Brilliant yellow gold with extreme ruffling & fluting. 
SPELLMAKER (Corlew 81} Rosy lavender w/ dusky tangerine beards; short. 
SPIKED PUNCH (Moores 82} Red brown S; white ground w/ red brown plic. 
SPRING BALLET (D. Plamer 82) Cream S; white F w/ bright yellow hafts; pretty. 
SPRING FLING (Denney 81} Fluted & ruffled bright pink. 
SPRING PORTRAIT (Schreiner 81) Dusty rose orchid - purported to be a bicolor. 
SQUARE DANCE (K. Mohr 79} Deep blue on white plic; TALL, wide, and ruffled. 
STAR BILLING (D. Palmer 80} Beautifully ruffled flesh pink w/ peach pink beards. 
STAR WARS (Roderick 81} Extremely ruffled indigo blue purple self; NICE! 
STEADY PACE (Ev. Kegerise 80} Nicely formed deep red brown; great color. 
STERLING BLUSH (Innerst 82} Ruffled medium bluish pink; nice stalks. 
STITCH IN TIME (Schreiner 78) White narrowly edged purple plic; STALKS!! 
ST. LOUIS BLUES (Schreiner 79} Huge ruffled deep blue w/ white spot in F. 
STORM CENTER (Schreiner 79) Great, ruffled deep blue violet. 
STORMY SEAS (W. Jones 79} Blue S w/ deeper midribs; lt blue white F; GREAT!!! 
STORYBOOK (Corlew 80} Widely flaring, very ruffled deep pink; NICE! 
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STRAWBERRY SENSATION (Powell 78) Rich crushe 
STYLELITE (Dunn 80) Big, beautiful, perfectly 
SUBTLE ANNOUNCEMENT (Innerst 80} Pastel lave~ 
SUN BLOSSOM ( El • Kegeri se 81) Cream white se l 
SUNLIT WAVES (W. Jones 82) Heavily ruffled la 
SUNRISE SUNSET (Williamson 80) Floriferous va 
SUNSET SONATA (Hamblen 80) Short shiny medi 
SUPERMANUEL (Denney 82} Rich mahogany red w/ 
SUPERSKIRT (Michel 79) Full yellow self w/ ta 
SYMMETRY (Gatty 81) Large, ruffled & flared 
TASTE THE WINE (Plough 79) Wide, flared doge 
TED SHINER (Innerst 81) Cream plic stitched~ 
THEATRE (Keppel 81} Super wide plic; violet S 
THICK AND CREAMY (Weiler 78) Huge, early, wa 
TIMELY TREASURE (Burger 79} Pink S infused or, 
TITAN'S GLORY (Schreiner 81) Large ruffled s 
TOASTED ALMOND (Ghio 81} Ecru cream S & F w/ 
TODAY'S FASHION (Shoop 82} Rich peach pink w/ 
TOWERING INFERNO (Black 84} See Introductions 
TRIPLE CROWN (P. Dyer 81} Medium deep pink w/ 
TRIUMPHANT (Corlew 80) Exciting new blue w/ t 
TROPICAL TEMPO (D. Mohr 81} Lt. rose pink S; 
TROUSSEAU LACE {Hamner 80) Heavily ruffled & 
TUT'S GOLD (Schreiner 79) Shimmering new gold 
TWIST OF FATE (C. Palmer 80) Pale blue S; vel 
VALENTINE ROSES (D. Mohr 80) Laced peach pink 
VANITY SKIRT (Stevens 81) Heavily laced, well 
VENEER (Ghio 81) Rich brown w/ bushy mahogan 
VERBENA MOON (Blyth 76) Pink & lavender bicol 
VIKING PRINCESS (Burger 84) See Introductions 
VILLAIN (Keppel 81) 01 ive S infused lav.; red 
VIOLET CLASSIC (Zurbrigg 76) Wide, ruffled, d 
VIOLET CLOUD (Blodgett 81) Blue violet bitone 
VISUAL ARTS {Schreiner 82) Tall rosy lavende~I 
VIVIEN (Keppel 79) Lt blue w/ red beards; ex'.j 
WARM EMBRACE (P. Dyer 80) Superbly formed dee 
WEDDING CANDLES (Schreiner 82) Creamy white S 
WELL DECORATED (Michel 82) Heavily ruffled & 
WELL ENDOWED (Ghio 79) Gigantic laced golden 
WET ON WET (Gaulter 82) Shaded blue lavender. 
WHITE ELEPHANT (Hager 82) Big, tall, billowy I 

WILD RICE (Thomas 80) Yellow to cream ground 
WILD WEST (Ghio 79) Mahogany brown w/ golden 
WONDROUS LOVE (Ev. Kegerise 82) Ruffled hot p 

$3. 50 EACH 

ADORRA - white w/ yellow hafts 
ALPINE CASTLE - white/violet bicolor 
BLOSSOM PINK - broad rich pink 

EVALYN 
FANTASI 
FINE P 
FOCUS 
GARNET 
GAZOO · 
HAUNTII 
HEATHEI 
HEAVEN! 
HOLIDA) 
IMMOLA" 
IRISH . 
LAVENDJ 
LOUDON 
LOVELY 
MANDOLI 
MARASCt 
MARY RI 
MEDA LE 
MEMPHI! 
METROPC 
MODERN 

BLUE STACATTO - blue on white plic 
BLUSHING PINK - ruffled rich pink 
BOYSENBERRY - berry on white plic 
BRIDE'S HALO - white 1 aced w/ go 1 d 
BRINDISI - bright orange brown blend 
CABARET ROYALE - neglecta; red beards 

~ CANCAN RED - maroon on white plic 
CARAMBA - yellow S; maroon plic F 
CHARTREUSE RUFFLES - smoky 1 il ac 
CHERIE - bright med pink; Dykes 1951 
CHIEF WAUKESHA - oxblood red; smooth 
CO CO MOCHA - brown on white pl ic 
COPPER MOUNTAIN - ta 11 copper brown 
CORAL DAWN - cantalope pink blend 
DAWN LIGHT - pale lilac; red beards 
DIVINE GUIDANCE - white; blue halo 
DREAM AFFAIR - huge creamy yellow 
DREAM WORLD - grey-buff-lavender blend 
EMMANUEL - wide, ruffled pure white 

1J 



84) See Introductions. 
82) Light blue S; nicely ruffled violet blue F. 
Tan gold 5; red brown F; attractive. 
silky violet blue self; great stalks! 

12) Pink S; shilTITlering violet F; tall STALKS! Gorgeous!! 
80) Yellow orange S; white F marked purple violet; nice. 
ilph 81) Smoky plum S; antique white F edged chartreuse. 
ilen 82) Yellow w/ paler area in F & greenish texture veins. 
!r 81) Big, bold, golden copper tan; very bright! 
!O) Yellow ground plic sanded maroon; STUNNING! a MUST!! 
Iden caramel brown, blended violet in F; ruffled & laced. 
l) Glowing pink & orange buff blend; gorgeous but slow. 
1) Ruffled chartreuse yellow; yellow beards. 
Yellow S; orchid F blending to yellow edge; different. 

ilvery lav. S; lavender violet F w/ tan styles; ruffled. 
;on 80) Ruffled white w/ dark blue beards; arilbred blood. 
L) Greenish tan S; lt tan F suffused yellow; laced; NICE! 
L) White S; medium blue F; big and ruffled. 
rge, ruffled deep blue w/ brownish beards. 
80) Nice laced medium blue w/ tangerine red beards. 
Pale blue white w/ blue beards; vigorous. 

Rust brown S; brown F flushed yellow at beard & haft. 
ite w/ undertones & shadings of blue violet; subtle. 
dish 81) Buff S infused rust; rusty red F w/ buff edge. 
ld S; black maroon F; bronze beards; UNIQUE!!! 
er 79) Exquisitely fonned subtle buff-lavender-lt 

yellow blend; heavily fluted & ruffled; BEST!!!! 
81) Buff yellow S; gentian blue F; finest of the class. 

nber yellow S; glossy maroon red F; tall; overblooms a bit. 
parkling stark white w/ bright red beards; super stalks! 
) Beige S infused violet; violetT w/ mustard beards. 
O) Blue silver S; white F; ruffled & a bit of lace. 
Reddish raspberry violet self; rusty tangerine beards. 
son 83) Apricot-pink-golden yellow blend; ruffled; NICE!! 
ty 82) Silvery lilac orchid w/ paler F; laced. 
2) Smooth copper w/ deeper hafts & pa 1 er edges on F. 
) Rich, brilliant orange; tall & eyecatching. 
Yellow S & band around white F; blue horns; FORM!! 

82) Pink orange S; apricot F w/ orange beard. Pretty! 
rise 82) Ruffled white w/ yellow hafts. 
O) Blocky laced pure white w/ red beards; overlooked. 
lack 84) See Introductions. 
Brown 79) Huge white; yellow shoulders; big orange beards. 
Brassy tan blend S; blue violet F edged S color. 
, 81) Ruffled pink self w/ deep pink beards. 
82) Ruffled & laced rose pink w/ paler area around beard. 
, 82) Pale pink w/ soft tangerine beards. 
82) Smoky buff gold S infused claret; claret purple F. 
81) Sulphur yellow S; white F banded sulphur yellow. 
, 79) Pale blue; deep blue beards; tall show stalks!! 
en 83) Lt violet blue S; deeper toned F; tangerine red beards. 
ipahn 79) Ruffled & laced greenish cream; nice fonn. 

Peach S; ivory peach F w/ wide sanded plic band. Super! 
,ey 81) Tall, rich burgundy red; great stalks; vigorous. 
Brilliant yellow gold with extreme ruffling & fluting. 
) Rosy lavender w/ dusky tangerine beards; short. 
82) Red brown S; white ground w/ red brown plic. 
mer 82) Cream S; white F w/ bright yellow hafts; pretty. 
81) Fluted & ruffled bright pink. 
·einer 81) Dusty rose orchid - purported to be a bicolor. 
· 79) Deep blue on white plic; TALL, wide, and ruffled. 
1er 80) Beautifully ruffled flesh pink w/ peach pink beards . 
:1) Extremely ruffled indigo blue purple self; NICE! 
,rise 80) Nicely fonned deep red brown; great color. 
·st 82) Ruffled medium bluish pink; nice stalks. 
,iner 78) White narrowly edged purple plic; STALKS!! 
·einer 79) Huge ruffled deep blue w/ white spot in F. 
,er 79) Great, ruffled deep blue violet. 

79) Blue S w/ deeper midribs; lt blue white F; GREAT!!! 
Widely flaring, very ruffled deep pink; NICE! 
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$ 5.00 STRAWBERRY SENSATION (Powell 78) Rich crushed strawberry pink; bright color. 
5.00 STYLELITE (Dunn 80) Big, beautiful, perfectly branched white; early. 
4.00 SUBTLE ANNOUNCEMENT (Innerst 80) Pastel lavender pink reverse bitone. 
6.00 SUN BLOSSOM (El. Kegerise 81) Cream white self w/ deeper band; ruffled; STALKS!! 
9.00 SUNLIT WAVES (W. Jones 82) Heavily ruffled lavender white w/ yellow edges. 
4.00 SUNRISE SUNSET (Williamson 80) Floriferous valencia to apricot orange; VIGOROUS. 
4.00 SUNSET SONATA (Hamblen 80) Short shiny medium orange infused pink. 
9.00 SUPERMANUEL (Denney 82) Rich mahogany red w/ fantastic stalks; tailored fonn. 
4.00 SUPERSKIRT (Michel 79) Full yellow self w/ tangerine beards; ruffled & NICE. 

--5.00 SYMMETRY {Gatty 81) Large, ruffled & flared white w/ orange red beards. 
4.00 TASTE THE WINE (Plough 79) Wide, flared doge purple; very satiny pretty color. 

10.00 TED SHINER (Innerst 81) Cream plic stitched & lined chocolate brown; different. 
- -7.00 THEATRE (Keppel 81) Super wide plic; violet S; white F heavily sanded purple. 

4.00 THICK AND CREAMY (Weiler 78) Huge, early, wann white; great branching. 
7 .OD TIMELY TREASURE (Burger 79) Pink S infused orchid; rosy orchid F w/ red beard. 

._7.00 TITAN'S GLORY (Schreiner 81) Large ruffled silky purple; superb branching. 
5.00 TOASTED ALMOND {Ghio 81) Ecru cream S & F w/ violet infusion in F. 
8.00 TODAY'S FASHION {Shoop 82) Rich peach pink w/ pretty ruffling. 

30.00 TOWERING INFERNO {Black 84) See Introductions. 
~ 7.00 TRIPLE CROWN (P. Dyer 81) Medium deep pink w/ dark pink beards; a sure winner! 

4.00 TRIUMPHANT {Corlew 80) Exciting new blue w/ tangerine red beards. 
7 .00 TROPICAL TEMPO (D. Mohr 81) Lt. rose pink S; purple wine F; tangerine beards. 
5.00 TROUSSEAU LACE (Hamner 80) Heavily ruffled & laced pure white; tempennental. 

....-5 .00 TUT'S GOLD (Schreiner 79) ShilTITlering new golden yellow w/ nice stalks; ruffled. 
12.00 TWIST OF FATE (C. Palmer 80) Pale blue S; velvety black F; bronze beards; WOW! 

5.00 VALENTINE ROSES (D. Mohr 80) Laced peach pink; great fonn & substance. 
5.00 VANITY SKIRT {Stevens 81) Heavily laced, well fanned orchid purple. 
6.00 VENEER {Ghio 81) Rich brown w/ bushy mahogany beards; super stalks. 
4.00 VERBENA MOON (Blyth 76) Pink & lavender bicolor; red beards; wide; ruffled. 

25.00 VIKING PRINCESS (Burger 84) See Introductions. 
7.00 VILLAIN (Keppel 81) Olive S infused lav.; reddish toned purple F; ruffled. 
5.00 VIOLET CLASSIC (Zurbrigg 76) Wide, ruffled, deep violet bitone; rebloomer. 
4.00 VIOLET CLOUD (Blodgett 81) Blue violet bitone w/ orange beards. 

12.00 VISUAL ARTS (Schreiner 82) Tall rosy lavender; ruffled & heavily laced. 
4.00 VIVIEN (Keppel 79) Lt blue w/ red beards; excellent branching. 

10.00 WARM EMBRACE (P. Dyer 80) Superbly fonned deep pink; ruffled; stalks; GREAT!! 
10.00 WEDDING CANDLES (Schreiner 82) Creamy white S; light yellow F. 
a.oo WELL DECORATED (Michel 82) Heavily ruffled & laced rose purple. 

--A .00 WELL ENDOWED (Ghio 79) Gigantic laced golden yellow; tall. 
9.00 WET ON WET (Gaulter 82) Shaded blue lavender. 

14.00 WHITE ELEPHANT (Hager 82) Big, tall, billowy white; terrific show stalks. 
8.00 WILD RICE (Thomas 80) Yellow to cream ground 1 ightly stitched w/ brown. 

- 4.00 WILD WEST (Ghio 79) Mahogany brown w/ golden brown beards; tall. 
8.00 WONDROUS LOVE (Ev. Kegerise 82) Ruffled hot pink w/ apricot hafts. 

$3.50 EACH 

ADORRA - white w/ yellow hafts 
ALPINE CASTLE - white/violet bicolor 
BLOSSOM PINK - broad rich pink 
BLUE STACATTO - blue on white plic 
BLUSHING PINK - ruffled rich pink 
BOYSENBERRY - berry on white p 1 i c 
BRIDE'S HALO - white laced w/ gold 
BRINDISI - bright orange brown blend 
CABARET ROYALE - neglecta; red beards 

AN CAN RED - maroon on white pl ic 
CARAMBA - yellow S; maroon plic F 
CHARTREUSE RUFFLES - smoky 1 i lac 
CHERIE - bright med pink; Dykes 1951 
CHIEF WAUKESHA - oxblood red; smooth 
CO CO MOCHA - brown on white plic 
COPPER MOUNTAIN - ta 11 copper brown 
CORAL DAWN - cantalope pink blend 
DAWN LIGHT - pale lilac; red beards 
DIVINE GUIDANCE - white; blue halo 
DREAM AFFAIR - huge creamy yellow 
DREAM WORLD - grey-buff-lavender blend 
EMMANUEL - wide, ruffled pure white 

1:, 

EVALYN C - deep lilac; red beards 
FANTASY FAIRE - laced smoky buff orchid 
FINE PRECEDENT - velvety smooth maroon 
FOCUS - purple neglecta plic 
GARNET ROBE - big maroon wine; smooth 
GAZOO - no S; six white F; novelty 
HAUNTING MUSIC - wide med blue 
HEATHER BLUSH - lt pink/blue bicolor 
HEAVENLY HARMONY - pink/violet bicolor 
HOLIDAY DREAM - orchid w/ tangerine beard 
IMMOLATION - 1 ightly ruffled red 
IRISH TUNE - medium creamy green 
LAVENDER BLUE LACE - laced lavender blue 
LOUDON BEAUTY - cadmium orange apricot 
LOVELY JAN - shaded rosy violet 
MANDOLIN - vigorous melon apricot 

< MARASCHINO - buff pink w/ red beards 
-- MARY RANDALL - benga 1 rose; Dykes 1954 

MEDA LEE - buff orange tinted pink 
MEMPHIS DELIGHT - clear ruffled pink 
METROPOLITAN - 1t orchid bi tone; red beard 
MODERN CLASSIC - ruffled purple pl i c 



DUTCH GIRL LEMON LYRIC COLOR SPLASH 

WARM EMBRACE DAZZLING GOLD HOPSCOTCH 

GENIALITY CATALYST MARMALADE 
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LEMON LYRIC COLOR SPLASH QUEEN IN CALICO 

DAZZLING GOLD HOPSCOTCH MIRROR IMAGE 

CATALYST MARMALADE LIGHTED WITHIN 



$3.50 EACH 

MONEY - bright yellow; sunfast 
MOUNTAIN DEW - unique yellow green 
NAVAJO BLANKET - white S; rich red plum F 

-c..., NAVY STRUT - ruffled marine blue 
ORANGE GLORY - ruffled & laced orange 
PAINTED PINK - very deep hot pink 

..,,,..PATINA - alive green on tan pl ic 
PEACE DOVE - palest blue; deeper beards 

_ PENNY A PINCH -laced honey brown 
PINK N MINT - lt pink S; greenish F 
PREMONITION - lt blue S; deeper F 
PROMINENT - lavender w/ tang. beard 

--QUEEN OF HEARTS - pink S & banded white F 
-RUFFLED BALLET - white S; blue F; ruffled 

SABER DANCE - rosy champagne; rasp. beard 
SAPPHIRE TIARA - blue white; blue beards 
SIERRA BLUE - blue violet; Dykes 1935 
SMART BARBARA - red tan on cream plic 
SNEAK PREVIEW - EARLY apricot 

SOCIAL BUTTERFLY - violet on white plic 
STAGE DOOR - ruffled pinkish lavender 

_.STARTLER - white w/ bright red beards 
SUNDAY CHIMES - tall medium pink 
SWAN BALLET - ruffled white; Dykes 1959 
SWAZI PRINCESS - very fine near black 
TANGERINE QUEEN - laced bright orange 
THE RED DOUGLAS - rosy brown; Dykes 1941 
TOUCH OF CLASS - cream S; red vi al et F 
TREV! FOUNTAIN - pearl white; peach trim 

- TULIP FESTIVAL - white S; bright yellow F 
- VANITY - pink self; floriferous; Dykes 1981 

VICTOR HERBERT - ruffled clear lt blue 
VICTORIA FALLS - blue w/ white flash in F 
WHITE ECHO BLUE - blue on white plic 
WHITE RAIMENT - tall ruffled pure white 
WILD BERRY - violet purple on white plic 
WINGS OF DREAMS - heavily laced cameo pink 

$2.50 EACH 

ACROBAT - silver lilac w/ plum band 
ACTRESS - wisteria violet rebloomer 
ADDED PRAISE - tall wisteria blue 
ANON - apricot marked garnet plic 
ARGUS PHEASANT - med brown; Dykes 1952 
AZURE LIGHTS - ruffled blue white 
BETTY SIMON - yellow S; blue F 
BICENTENNIAL - yellow S; white F 
BIRTHSTONE - green ecru; blue beard 
BLAZING SADDLES - cinnamon S; red F 

- BLUE RHYTHM - med blue; Dykes 1950 
-r BLUE SAPPHIRE - med blue; Dykes 1958 

CAMELOT WINE - orchid S; rose wine F 
CARNIVAL TIME - caramel rust blend 
CARRARA MARBLE - super ruffled white 

- CARVED CAMEO - FINEST cameo pink 
CARVED PINK - blue pink self 
CENTER FOLD - ruffled & laced flesh pink 
CHARISMA - lacy med blue; super 
CLOUD DRIFT - ruffled white; blue beard 
COFFEE HOUSE - rich coffee tan 
COLUMBIA BLUE - clean med blue; stalks 
COUNTRYMAN - medium yellow gold 

- CRANBERRY ICE - shilllnering orchid rose 
CREAM TAFFETA - ruffled cream 
CUT CRYSTAL - milk white touched lemon 
DAUNTLESS - red/brown bitone; Dykes 1929 
DIVA - nicely formed pinkish lavender 
DREAM LOVER - tall neglecta; Dykes 1977 
DUALTONE - apricot & violet bicolor 
ELEANOR'S PRIDE - lt blue; Dykes 1961 
ENTOURAGE - dusty al d rose 
FIREWATER - med true blue; red beards 
FIVE STAR ADMIRAL - broad deep blue 
FLAME AND SAND - ginger tan; red beard 

- FLAMING LIGHT - excellent deep orange 
FLAREUP - ruffled medium brown 
FREEDOM ROAD - yellow S; blue F 
GENESIS - lemon gold; white F area 

·-' GENTLE RAIN - pale orchid on white plic 
·-GOING MY WAY - tall dark purple plic 

GOLD TRIMMINGS - cream w/. gold accents 
GOOD KNIGHT - dark blue black 

••GRAND WALTZ - popular laced orchid 
GREAT LAKES - med blue; Dykes 1941 
HAPPY HARMONY - deep peach pink blend 
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HELEN BOEHM - big cream yellow 
HELEN McGREGOR - med blue; Dykes 1949 
HOLD THAT TIGER - yellow/brown stripes 
HORNY LORRI - horned old rose orchid 
ICE SCULPTURE - HUGE icy white; tall 
IMPERSONATOR - six F med blue 
INFATUATION - palest pink 
INFERNO - sultry red brown 
IN TEMPO - pink S; purple black F 
INTUITION - deep blue violet; brass beard 
JOYCE TERRY - yellow w/ white F area 
KENTUCKY DERBY - laced lemon yellow 
KILT LILT - laced brown plic; Dykes 1976 
KONA COAST - garnet on yellow plic 
LAWRENCE WELK - pale blue; blue violet beard 
LEMON BROCADE - ruffled lemon yellow 
LEMON MIST - excellent smooth lemon cream 
LOUDON CHARMER - cream S; violet F 
LOUVOIS - chocolate bitone; antique 
LOVELY LOIS - cream w/ yellow veins & haft 
LOVE SONNET - fluted med pink; late; FINE 
LUCKY NUMBER - peach pink & white 
MAGENTA QUEEN - deep magenta; tang. beard 
MAGENTA ROSE - magenta plic on cream 

~. MALAYSIA - rich red brown gold blend 
,-. MARY FRANCES - ruffled orchid; Dykes 1979 

MARY GEDDES - light pink; Dykes 1936 
MINISA - smooth dark red; nice 
MING DYNASTY - DEEP gold w/ garnet flecks 
MINNESOTA GLITTERS - glowing apricot pink 
MISS PERSONALITY - white w/ blue F margin 
MYSTERIOUS - brown-red-purple blend 

-'MYSTIQUE - blue & purple neglecta; Dykes 1980 
-NEW MOON - great laced yellow; Dykes 1973 

OLA KALA - bright yellow; Dykes 1948 
OLD FLAME - white edged gold; red beard 
ORANGE EMPIRE - BRIGHT, tall orange 
ORITAM - orange tan S; red brown F 
OSAGE BUFF - garnet red on apricot plic 
PARTY PARFAIT - laced salmon pink 
PEACH FLOAT - wide coral pink 
PERSIAN BERRY - bluish raspberry blend 
PINK ANGEL - ruffled light pink; nice 
PINK DIVINITY - great medium pink 
PINK MAGNOLIA - looks li~e a pink magnolia 
PRAIRIE SUNSET - peach-rust blend; Dykes 1943 

$2. 50 EACH 

RANCHO ROSE - laced rose on pink pl ic - SON 0 
ROSY WINGS - rose violet bitone; Dykes 1939 SOSTE 
ROYAL REGENCY - large silky deep violet SOUL 
SABLE NIGHT - black purple; Dykes 1955 -SPINN 
SAND & SEA - bronze/blue bl end; super - SUMME 
SAN FRANCISCO - violet plic; Dykes 1927 SUN T 
SANTA CRUZ - yellow w/ red veins in F; old -- SUPER 
SANTANA - brown on ye 11 ow pl i c SWEET 
SHAH'S COURT - violet blue plic - TEMPL 
SHOWCASE - garnet on yellow pl ic; bright TUFTE 
SILENT MAJESTY - deep royal blue; nice VALEN 
SILVER HEATHER - 1 ilac self; red beard VALVO 
SILVER SHOWER - laced white w/ red beard -'/ !KIN 
SKYWATCH - light lavender; Dykes 1970 - VIOLE 

- SNOW FLURRY - historic Ree's white -WABAS 
SNOW MOUND - white S; deep purple F ..,..WHITE 
SOFT CADENCE - ruffled med lav-blue WINTE 
SOLANO - early, tall golden yellow 

$1.50 EACH 

ADMIRAL TY - ruffled deep royal blue 
_ ALLEGIANCE - navy b 1 ue; Dykes 1964 
_.,_.AMETHYST FLAME - med lilac; Dykes 1963 

ANGEL CHOIR - great ruffled pure white 
AUTUMN ECHO - yell ow/ brown pl i c reb loom 
BABBLING BROOK - lt blue; Dykes 1972 
BEAUX ARTS - laced smoky rose; nice 
BIG LEAGUE - Huge med blue; tall 
BUFFY - popular laced buff pink; nice 
BY NIGHT - ebony blue black 

- CAMELOT ROSE - pink S; wine F 
CHERISHED - wide pale pink 
CHERUB CHOIR - light clear 'pink 
CHRISTMAS TIME - white w/ red beards 

-. CORAL STRAND - vigorous coral amoena 

LOUIS 
MI CHE 
MLLE . 
MULBE 

_..NIGHl 
ORANG 

- PACIF 
PAGA~ 
PASSI 

.s, PEACH 
PEACH 
PINK 
PINK 
PINK 

DEBBY RAIRDON - yellow & white; Dykes 1971 
PIUTE 
PRAIS 
PRES! - DEEP PACIFIC - BEST royal blue 

DUSKY DANCER - still the BEST black! 
DUTCH CHO COLA TE - ta 11 smooth red brown 
FEMININE CHARM - lacy peach blend 
FESTIVE SKIRT - white S; salmon F 
FULL TIDE - fluted true med blue 
GALA MADRID - gold S; wine red F; nice 
GAY PARASOL - laced rose-purple amoena 
GINGERSNAP - spicy ginger brown 
GOLDEN BRILLIANCE - deep sunfast yellow 
GOOD HOPE - large ruffled cream 

~ GREEN EYED LADY - lime green 
GYPSY BELLE - plum brown blend 
GYPSY PRINCE - tan S; pl um F 
HAYRIDE - orange flushed yellow 
HEAVEN'S BEST - clean wide white 
HIGHLAND CHIEF - red on yellow pl ic 
HIGH LIFE - great wine on yellow pl ic 
HIS LORDSHIP - big dark purple 
INSTANT CHARM - mauve/rose bitone 
INSTANT LOVE - ruffled med pink 

-- IRISH SPRING ~ pale green amoena 
LADY MARIE - laced white w/ red beards 
LADY-X - orchid w/ red beards; nice 
LATIN LOVER - pink S; wine F; classic 
LAUNCHING PAD - dark yellow/white combo 
LILAC TREAT - med red violet; red beard 
LIZ - laced creamy pink; nice 
LOOP THE LOOP - violet on white pl ic 
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RASPB 
- REPAR 

..,, RIPPL 
.,,.. ROUND 

ROYAL 
SAPPH 
SAUCY 
SCHIP 
SEAM 
SEA V 
SEREN 
SHADD 

- SHIPS 
SING! 
SKETC 
SKYLA 
SONG 
SPAN! 
STARS 

-.. STEPP 
STUDY 
SUMME 

·~ SUN K 
TRILL 
VALEN 

:i:::7 WARM , 
"'. WEST 

WINTE 



$3.50 EACH 

~en 
red plum F 

irange 
1k 

r beards 
1 
;h F 
F 

iard 
id white F 
'; ruffled 
1sp. beard 
1e beards 
; 1935 
n pl ic 

SOCIAL BUTTERFLY - violet on white plic 
STAGE OOOR - ruffled pinkish lavender 

_$TARTLER - white w/ bright red beards 
SUNDAY CHIMES - tall medium pink 
SWAN BALLET - ruffled white; Dykes 1959 
SWAZI PRINCESS - very fine near black 
TANGERINE QUEEN - laced bright orange 
THE RED DOUGLAS - rosy brown; Dykes 1941 
TOUCH OF CLASS - cream S; red violet F 
TREV! FOUNTAIN - pearl white; peach trim 

- TULIP FESTIVAL - white S; bright yellow F 
- VANITY - pink self; floriferous; Dykes 1981 

VICTOR HERBERT - ruffled clear lt blue 
VICTORIA FALLS - blue w/ white flash in F 
WHITE ECHO BLUE - blue on white plic 
WHITE RAIMENT - tall ruffled pure white 
WILD BERRY - violet purple on white plic 
WINGS OF DREAMS - heavily laced cameo pink 

$2.50 EACH 

,and 
lll1er 
ie 
ic 
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te 

!ard 
!d F 
l50 
1958 
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HELEN BOEHM - big cream yellow 
HELEN McGREGOR - med b 1 ue; Dykes 1949 
HOLD THAT TIGER - yellow/brown stripes 
HORNY LORRI - horned o 1 d rose orchid 
ICE SCULPTURE - HUGE icy white; tall 
IMPERSONATOR - six F med blue 
INFATUATION - palest pink 
INFERNO - sultry red brown 
IN TEMPO - pink S; purple black F 
INTUITION - deep blue violet; brass beard 
JOYCE TERRY - yellow w/ white F area 
KENTUCKY DERBY - laced lemon yellow 
KILT LILT - laced brown plic; Dykes 1976 
KONA COAST - garnet on yellow plic 
LAWRENCE WELK - pale blue; blue violet beard 
LEMON BROCADE - ruffled lemon yellow 
LEMON MIST - excellent smooth lemon cream 
LOUDON CHARMER - cream S; violet F 
LOUVOIS - chocolate bitone; antique 
LOVELY LOIS - cream w/ yellow veins & haft 
LOVE SONNET - fluted med pink; late; FINE 
LUCKY NUMBER - peach pink & white 
MAGENTA QUEEN - deep magenta; tang. beard 
MAGENTA ROSE - magenta plic on cream 

~. MALAYSIA - rich red brown gold blend 
,-. MARY FRANCES - ruffled orchid; Dykes 1979 

MARY GEDDES - light pink; Dykes 1936 
MINISA - smooth dark red; nice 
MING DYNASTY - DEEP gold w/ garnet flecks 
MINNESOTA GLITTERS - glowing apricot pink 
MISS PERSONALITY - white w/ blue F margin 
MYSTERIOUS - brown-red-purp 1 e b 1 end 

-'-MYSTIQUE - blue & purple neglecta; Dykes 1980 
...-NEW MOON - great laced yellow; Dykes 1973 

OLA KALA - bright yellow; Dykes 1948 
OLD FLAME - white edged gold; red beard 
ORANGE EMPIRE - BRIGHT, tall orange 
ORITAM - orange tan S; red brown F 
OSAGE BUFF - garnet red on apricot plic 
PARTY PARFAIT - laced salmon pink 
PEACH FLOAT - wide coral pink 
PERSIAN BERRY - bluish raspberry blend 
PINK ANGEL - ruffled light pink; nice 
PINK DIVINITY - great medium pink 
PINK MAGNOLIA - looks 11~e a pink magnolia 
PRAIRIE SUNSET - peach-rust blend; Dykes 1943 

$2.50 EACH 

RANCHO ROSE - laced rose on pink pl ic ·-SON OF STAR - popular bright orange 
ROSY WINGS - rose violet bitone. Dykes 1939 SOSTENIQUE - apricot pink S; violet F 
ROYAL REGENCY - large silky deep violet SOUL MUSIC - tall dark purple 
SABLE NIGHT - black purple; Dykes 1955 --SPINNING WHEEL - BEST violet neglecta plic 
SAND & SEA - bronze/blue blend; super - SUMMER LUXURY - white w/ red beard; reb)oom 
SAN FRANCISCO - violet pl ic; Dykes 1927 SUN TOASTED - garnet brown on yellow pl 1c 
SANTA CRUZ - yellow w/ red veins in F; old -- SUPERSTITION - sultry, ruffled ~roon black 
SANTANA - brown on yellow plic SWEETHEART WALTZ - soft lav-orchid; laced 
SHAH'S COURT - violet blue plic - TEMPLE GOLD - laced gold; show stalk~ 
SHOWCASE - garnet on yellow plic; bright TUFTED CLOUD - tall, show stalked white 
SILENT MAJESTY - deep royal blue; nice VALENCIA VAMP - creamy orange 
SILVER HEATHER - lilac self· red beard VALVOUCHE - brass tan S; violet F edged tan 
SILVER SHOWER - laced white'w/ red beard -V IKING ADMIRAL - violet.S; blue white F 
SKYWATCH - 1 ight lavender; Dykes 1970 ..__VIOLET HARMONY - blue violet; Dykes 1957. 

- SNOW FLURRY - historic Ree's white -WABASH - historic purple amoena edged white 
SNOW MOUND - white S; deep purple F _.WHITE LIGHTNING - early, BIG ~hite . 
SOFT CADENCE - ruffled med lav-blue WINTER PINES - blocky green tinted white 
SOLANO - early, tall golden yellow 

$1.50 EACH 

ADMIRALTY - ruffled deep royal blue 
_ ALLEGIANCE - navy blue; Dykes 1964 
_,.. AMETHYST FLAME - med 1 ilac; Dykes 1963 

ANGEL CHOIR - great ruffled pure white 
AUTUMN ECHO - ye 11 ow/ brown p 1 i c reb 1 com 
BABBLING BROOK - lt blue; Dykes 1972 
BEAUX ARTS - laced smoky rose; nice 
BIG LEAGUE - Huge med blue; tall 
BUFFY - popular laced buff pink; nice 
BY NIGHT - ebony blue black 

- CAMELOT ROSE - pink S; wine F 
CHERISHED - wide pale pink . 
CHERUB CHOIR - light clear pink 
CHRISTMAS TIME - white w/ red beards 

- CORAL STRAND - vigorous coral amoena 
DEBBY RAIRDON - yellow & white; Dykes 1971 

- DEEP PACIFIC - BEST royal blue 
DUSKY DANCER - still the BEST black! 
DUTCH CHOCOLATE - ta 11 smooth red brown 
FEMININE CHARM - lacy peach blend 
FESTIVE SKIRT - white S; salmon F 
FULL TIDE - fluted true med b 1 ue 
GALA MADRID - gold S; wine red F; nice 
GAY PARASOL - laced rose-purple amoena 
GINGERSNAP - spicy ginger brown 
GOLDEN BRILLIANCE - deep sunfast yellow 
GOOD HOPE - large ruffled cream 

~ GREEN EYED LADY - lime green 
GYPSY BELLE - p 1 um brown b 1 end 
GYPSY PRINCE - tan S; plum F 
HAYRIDE - orange flushed yellow 
HEAVEN'S BEST - clean wide white 
HIGHLAND CHIEF - red on yellow pl ic 
HIGH LIFE - great wine on yellow pl ic 
HIS LORDSHIP - big dark purple 
INSTANT CHARM - mauve/rose bitone 
INSTANT LOVE - ruffled med pink 

-- IRISH SPRING ~ pale green amoena 
LADY MARIE - laced white w/ red beards 
LADY-X - orchid w/ red beards; nice 

LOUISE WATTS - mauve/bronze blend; fine 
MICHELIN - ruffled satin pink; a MUST 
MLLE. MODISTE - bright blue pink 
MULBERRY WINE - ruffled mulberry; classy 

..cNIGHT OWL - deep blue black 
ORANGE BEAUTY - nice creamy orange 

-PACIFIC PANORAMA - med blue; Dykes 1965 
PAGAN - dark red violet blend 
PASSIONALE - laced deep azaela pi nk 

= PEACH FROST - peach S & band on white F 
PEACH SPOT - white w/ peach spot in F 
PINK PIROUETTE - overlooked orient pink 
PINK SLEIGH - laced bluish-pink; great 
PINK TAFFETA - medium pink: Dykes 1975 
PIUTE PASS - greenish brown sanded plic 
PRAISE THE LORD - deep blue; white beards 
PRESIDENT FARNSWORTH - nice blue amoena 
RASPBERRY RIPPLES - deep rose fuschia 

•• REPARTEE - ivory S & band on carmine red F 
- RIPPLING WATERS - blue orchid; Dykes 1966 

.,,..,ROUNDUP - brown rose on cream pl ic 
ROYAL TRUMPETER - very nice burgundy red 
SAPPHIRE HILLS - nice pure blue 
SAUCY SUE - red tan S & band on garnet F 
SCHIPARELLI - clear deep hot pink 
SEA MELODY - very near turquoise b 1 ue 
SEA VENTURE - pale blue flushed darker in S 
SERENE DUET - white S; yellow F; ruffled 
SHADOW MAGIC - ruffled blue neglecta 

.....; SHIPSHAPE - med blue; tall; Dykes 1968 
SINGING RAIN - fancy blue violet plic 
SKETCH ME - BEST yellow sanded plic 
SKYLAB - huge navy negl ecta 
SONG OF ERIN - early nice uranium green 
SPANISH GIFT - prolific orange; terrific 
STARBURST - smooth coppery brown 

~ STEPPING OUT - purple/white plic; Dykes 1968 
STUDY IN BLACK - sultry red black; smooth 
SUMMER SUNSHINE - copper gold on yellow plic 

= SUN KING - warm white w/ yellow accents 
TRILL - dainty ruffled & laced white 
VALENTINA - super white w/ red beards 

LATIN LOVER - pink S; wine F; classic 
LAUNCHING PAD - dark yellow/white combo 
LILAC TREAT - med red violet; red beard 
LIZ - laced creamy pink; nice 

= WARM GOLD - colorfast golden yellow 
,..._ WEST COAST - ruffled orange gold 

LOOP THE LOOP - violet on white pl ic WINTER OLYPMICS - super white; Dykes 1967 
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BORDER BEARDED 
Smaller versions of the tall beardeds with 15-28" tall stalks. Blooms with talls. 

$ 3.00 
7 .00 
3.50 
3.00 

25.00 
4.00 
3.00 
3.00 
5.00 
2.00 
2.50 
5.00 
8.00 
3.00 
5.00 

10.00 
2.00 

...-2 .00 
4.00 

15.00 
3.00 
4.00 

12.00 
2.00 
5.00 

10.00 
2.00 
2.00 
6.00 
1.50 
3.00 
3.00 
2.00 
5.00 
4.00 
4.00 

AM I BLUE (Denney 77) Blue Sea Venture type; deep blue beards; show stalks. 
BOO HOO {Spahn 81) Pale pink & yellow S; creamy yellow F; tangerine beards. 
BROWN LASSO (Buckles 75) Gold S; violet F banded brown; Dykes 1981. 
BUTTER GIRL (Hamblen 79) Yellow S; lacy white F edged yellow; orange beards. 
CLASSIC TREASURE {Burger 84) See Introductions. 
DAINTY LIGHT {Gibson 81) Bright yellow S; yellow F marked grey red; ruffled. 
DESPERADO {Keppel 79l Green yellow S; cream F w/ faint violet plic sanding. 
DOLL BABY (Corlew 80 Nice bright pink w/ tangerine beards - too tall. 
GILLIGAN (Cromwell 81) Very different rich chocolate brown blend; Maynard child. 
GYPSY WINGS (Hamblen 78) Yellow S; violet F edged beige; show stalks! 
HAPPY SONG (Hamblen 78) Baby ribbon pink S; white F; cerise beards. 
HILLBILLY HEAVEN {Spahn 81) Pink S & buff pink F; heavily ruffled and laced. 
HOPSCOTCH (Keppel 82) Golden buff S; yellow F w/ dahlia plic marks at haft. 
INNER CIRCLE (Ghio 77) Light blue w/ deeper reddish blue fall blot; stalks! 
IRENE'S LOVE (Gladish 81) softer colored, more ruffled Brown Lasso - nice. 
LADY BUG (Hamblen 82) Creamy ye 11 ow S; 1 i g hter F rimmed ye 11 ow; sienna beard 
LITTLE ADMIRAL {Burger 75) Blue S; pale blue F; nice. 
MARMALADE SKIES (Niswonger 78) Beautiful apricot orange; yummy; vigorous. 
MAYNARD (Knoph 69) Brown black w/ green overlay; brown beards. 
MIDNIGHT INTRUDER {C. Palmer 83) Lt blue S; purple black F w/ lighter edge. 
MISS SCARLET (Moores 80) Maroon red w/ bronze beard. 
PEACHES N TOPPING (Niswonger 81) White S; peach F. 
PECCADILLO (Keppel 83) Soft salmon S; purplish rose washed plic on salmon cream. 
PICAYUNE (Keppel 76) Light yellow plic; lt brown hafts; super for shows!! 
PINK BUBBLES (Hager 80) BEST clear lt pink; ruffled & perkily flared. 
PREDICTION (Keppel 82) Lavender pink S; pinkish ivory F plic banded rosy orchid. 
RASPBERRY SUNDAE (Niswonger 72) Beautiful glowing raspberry; very nice. 
SHIRLEY SPURR (Gatty 67) Well formed cream; SHOW STALKS! Overlooked! 
SIENNA STAR (Hamblen 77) Apricot S; creamy apricot F w/ deeper edges; sienna b. 
SO CHIC (Hamner 73) Excellent laced pink; sometimes a bit large. 
SOFT SPOKEN (P. Dyer 80) Dainty soft lilac w/ coral beards; well proportioned. 
SOMETHING SPECIAL (Hager 78) Excellent, well formed medium pink. 
STEPPING LITTLE (Kuesel 73) Nicely branched purple on white plicata. 
TOUCH OF AMBER {Burger 77) Lt pink S; pale pink F w/ amber haft; tang. beard. 
USHERETTE (Ghio 81) Well proportioned, soft apricot coral. 
WHOOP EM UP {Brady 74) Bright gold S; maroon F edged gold; WOW!!! 

MINIATURE TALL BEARDED 
Smaller flowers blooming on thin, graceful stems 16 to 27" high. Bloom from late 
intermediate through tall bearded season. 

$ 2.00 
6.00 
2.00 
3.00 
1.50 
1.50 
2.00 
2.00 
3.00 
1.50 
1.50 
2.00 
1.50 
2.00 
1.50 
4.00 
3.00 
2.00 
3.00 
6.00 
1.50 

- 1.50 
3.00 
2.00 

BELLBOY (Dunderman 75) Tan brown S; dark black red F. 
BETTINA (Dunderman 81) White ground w/ orchid pink plicata markings. 
BLUE BISQUE (Dunderman 76) Well formed pale blue lavender; wide petals. 
BLUE TWINKLE {Dunderman 77) Lightly ruffled light blue. 
CAROLYN ROSE (Dunderman 71) Delicate rose pink on white plic; classy. 
CEDAR WAXWING (Roberts 74) Tan S; rose orchid F bordered tan. 
CHIAN WINE {Guild 77) Smoky purple S; purple F edged lighter. 
DISCO JEWEL (Guild 77) Brown tinted purple S; brown F w/ orchid blaze. 
DOLL RIBBONS (Dunderman 78) White w/ narrow dark violet blue plic edging. 
ELFIN COACH (Witt 72) Ecru S; dark brown plic on cream F, 
FLASHING BEACON (Guild 70) Yellow orange S; purple F w/ orange beards. 
HONORABILE (Lemon 1840) Vivid yellow lined & splashed red; wild. 
JANA WHITE (Dunderman 68) Cool white; light yellow beards; floriferous. 
KALEIDESCOPE (Katkamier 19) Mixed up white, yellow, red brown splashes. 
PANDA (Dunderman 75) Mid violet S; deeper violet F; white beards. 
PUPPY LOVE {Hager 80) Tangerine bearded clear pink; TETRAPLOID, 
SNOW FIDDLER (Dunbar 72) Nice white w/ blue purple veins around F. 
SPANISH COINS (Witt 76} Bright deep yellow with orange beards. 
SURPRISE BLUE {Dunderman 79) Floriferous light violet blue. 
TING-A-LING (Hager 82) Nicely branched & flared cream white; TETRAPLOID 
TINSEL (Dunderman 73} Cute white flowers stitched lavender. 
WHITE CANARY (Roberts 73) White with a tint of orchid; nice form. 
ZEBRA (species) cream & green striped foliage; blue violet flowers. 
ZIPPY CHERUB {Guild 77) Gold S; violet F w/ yellow hafts & edge; orange beard. 
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INTERMEDIATE BEARDE 
These usually bloom after the dwarfs and before th 

$ 1.50 APPLEBLOSSOM PINK (Boushay 74) Pretty baby 
1.50 AVANELLE (W. Jones 77) Great ruffled & flar 

_ 3,00 AZ AP (Ensminger 80) Sparkling clear blue 
4.00 BEDTIME STORY {Ritchie 82) Light amethyst 
1.50 BLACK WATCH (Rosenfels 72) Finest, well-bra 
4.00 BOLD PRINT {Gatty 82) Purple stitching on P 
1.50 BOY WONDER (Ghio 77) Nicely branched burnt 
2.00 BUTTER COOKIE {Gatty 80) Clear bright yellc 

12, 00 BUTTER PECAN ( Hager 83) Pecan brown S; ye 11 
15.00 CHAMP {C. Palmer 84) See Introductions. 
1.50 CHEERS (Hager 75) FINEST white with red bea 
1.50 CHERRY SUPREME (Zurbrig$ 77) Nice violet r\ 
3.00 DANCING CLOUD (Ga tty 81) Soft light lavende 
1.50 FANTASY WORLD (O. Brown 75) Apricot, yello 
6.00 FRENCH SILK {Robinson 83) Pretty light blue 

_,2.50 ' FROSTED CRYSTAL (Ga tty 78) Blue white S; pa 
1.50 HAGAR'S HELMET {Nichols 77) Yellow self wit 
4.00 HARLOW GOLD {Black 82) Vigorous bright golo 
6.00 HELL CAT (Aitken 83) Pale blue S; deep vel 

12.00 HOT FUDGE (Hager 83) Pale cream yellow gro 
10.00 KIOWA MOON (C, Palmer 83) Medium yellow w/ 
4.00 KOLKSEE (Denkeweitz 82} Medium blue violet 
3.00 LIEBLING (Gatty 81) Blue white S flushed vi 
3. 00 LILAC POINT (Willett 81) Ruffled warm white 
2.00 LOOKIN GOOD (Hager 79) Clean yellow self wi 
1.50 LOU BROCK (Briscoe 76) Dark violet S; soot 
2.50 MAGNA (Blyth 76) White S; lemon yellow F w/ 
1.50 MAIDEN LANE (Pettijohn 76) Yellow S; white 
1. 50 MARTY ( W. Jones 78) Ruffled pale lavender p 
1.50 MIDNIGHT STROLL (C. Palmer 76) Purple S ano 
1.50 MOONDELLA (Blyth 72) Pale blue S; green yel 
2.00 OF COURSE (Hager 79) Smooth pale apricot w/ 
3.00 OKLAHOMA BANDIT (Nichols 80} Ruffled tawny 

10,00 PAINTED HILLS (C. Palmer 83) Yellow green S 
- 1.50 PEACHY FACE {B, Jones 76) Peachy white w/ l 

4.00 PEPPER RIM (Hamblen 82} Deep violet S and p 
1.50 PINK KITTEN {Wood 77) Bright pink with tang 
2.00 PIPER'S TUNE (Blyth 76) Blue orchid S; pin 

12.50 POETIC ART (C. Palmer 83) Ruffled & heavil 
1.50 PONY (Hager 78) Golden tan washed deeper. 
1.50 POT LUCK (Hager 77) Yellow ground plic hea 
2.50 RARE EDITION (Gatty 80) Striking mulberry o 
2.00 RASPBERRY BLUSH (Hamblen 76) Raspberry pin~ 
6.00 RASPBERRY ROSE (Hamblen 82) Pinkish raspbe 

15.00 RED CHIPS {C, Palmer 84) See Introductions. 
1.50 RIKKI TIKI (Rogers 76) Grayed lavender; re 
2.00 SCOUT'S HONOR {Gatty 79) Ginger blend w/ ro 
1.50 SEA PATROL (C, Palmer 70) BEST light blue; 
1.50 SECRET IDEA (Nichols 79) Pale ivory cream g 

c: 1.50 SHAMPOO (Messick 77} Ruffled bronze gold se 
2.00 SILENT STRINGS {P. Dyer 79) Ruffled medium 
1.50 SNAPPIE (Warburton 76) White ground plic w/ 
2.00 SNOW FESTIVAL (C. Palmer 74) Elegantly fo"lj 
1.50 SPRING THRILL (Zurbrig$ 77) Bright medium y 
3.00 STERLINGOLD (Inerst 81) Gold self including 
3.00 STRONDA (Innerst 81) Bright medium yellows 
1.50 SWIZZLE (Hager 72) Yellow and honey plicata 
3,00 TENDER YEARS (Hamblen 80) Blue on white pli 
1.50 TENDING STAR {Moldovan 70) Neat white blush 
3.00 THREE DOLLARS (Hager 81) Pale silvery blue 
3.00 TOULOUSE (Cromwell 80) Nicely formed, daint 

-< 1.50 TURTLE DOVE (Moldovan 72) Soft pastel dove 
1.50 VAMP (Gatty 72) Flaring burgundy maroon; st 
1.50 VIRTUE (Gatty 76) Silky violet bitone; flar 
2.00 VISA (Gatty 79) Greenish yellow; small pale 

~ 1. 50 VO ILA {Ga tty 73) Great bright red orchid, 
12.50 WORK OF ART (C. Palmer 83) Very ruffled & 1 
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BORDER BEARDED 
eardeds with 15-28" tall stalks. Blooms with talls, 

~lue Sea Venture type; deep blue beards; show stalks. 
~ pink & yellow S; creamy yellow F; tangerine beards. 
5) Gold S; violet F banded brown; Dykes 1981. 
9) Yellow S; lacy white F edged yellow; orange beards. 
er 84) See Introductions. 
[} Bright yellow S; yellow F marked grey red; ruffled. 
Green yellow S; cream F w/ faint violet plic sanding. 

ice bright pink w/ tangerine beards - too tall. 
Very different rich chocolate brown blend; Maynard child. 
} Yellow S; violet F edged beige; show stalks! 

) Baby ribbon pink S; white F; cerise beards. 
n 81) Pink S & buff pink F; heavily ruffled and laced. 
olden buff S; yellow F w/ dahlia plic marks at haft. 
Light blue w/ deeper reddish blue fall blot; stalks! 
1) softer colored, more ruffled Brown Lasso - nice. 

Creamy yellow S; 1 ighter F rinmed yellow; sienna beard. 
75} Blue S; pale blue F; nice. 

nger 78} Beautiful apricot orange; yunmy; vigorous. 
n black w/ green overlay; brown beards. 

Palmer 83} Lt blue S; purple black F w/ lighter edge. 
} Maroon red w/ bronze beard. 
onger 81} White S; peach F. 
Soft salmon S; purplish rose washed plic on salmon cream. 

ight yellow plic; 1t brown hafts; super for shows!! 
) BEST clear 1t pink; ruffled & perkily flared. 
Lavender pink S; pinkish ivory F plic banded rosy orchid. 

ionger 72) Beautiful glowing raspberry; very nice. 
7) Well formed cream; SHOW STALKS! Overlooked! 
7) Apricot S; creamy apricot F w/ deeper edges; sienna b. 
tcellent laced pink; sometimes a bit large. 
O} Dainty soft lilac w/ coral beards; well proportioned. 

1er 78) Excellent, well formed medium pink. 
•1 73} Nicely branched purple on white plicata. 
• 77) Lt pink S; pale pink F w/ amber haft; tang. beard. 
11 proportioned, soft apricot cora 1. 
Bright gold S; maroon F edged gold; WOW!!! 

MINIATURE TALL BEARDED 
in, graceful stems 16 to 27" high. Bloom from late 
ded season. 

Tan brown S; dark b 1 ack red F. 
White ground w/ orchid pink plicata markings. 
76) Well formed pale blue lavender; wide petals. 
77) Lightly ruffled light blue. 
71) Delicate rose pink on white plic; classy. 

74} Tan S; rose orchid F bordered tan. 
:moky purple S; purple F edged lighter. 
Brown tinted purple S; brown F w/ orchid blaze. 
78} White w/ narrow dark violet blue plic edging. 

:cru S; dark brown pl ic on cream F. 
70) Yellow orange S; purple F w/ orange beards. 

I Vivid yellow lined & splashed red; wild. 
'8} Cool white; light yellow beards; floriferous. 
f 19) Mixed up white, yellow, red brown splashes. 
1d violet S; deeper violet F; white beards. 
1angerine bearded clear pink; TETRAPLOID. 
2) Nice white w/ blue purple veins around F. 
I Bright deep yellow with orange beards. 
an 79) Floriferous light violet blue. 
Nicely branched & flared cream white; TETRAPLOID 

Cute white flowers stitched lavender. 
Pl White with a tint of orchid; nice form. 
& green striped foliage; blue violet flowers. 
) Gold S; violet F w/ yellow hafts & edge; orange beard. 
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INTERMEDIATE BEARDED 
These usually bloom after the dwarfs and before the tall bearded on 16 to 27" stalks. 

$ 1.50 APPLEBLOSSOM PINK (Boushay 74) Pretty baby pink; flowers a bit large. 
1,50 AVANELLE (W Jones 77) Great ruffled & flared wide white; very popular. 

_ 3.00 AZ AP (Ensminger 80) Sparkling clear blue w/ bright blue beards .. 
4.00 BEDTIME STORY (Ritchie 82) Light amethyst violet w/ darker spot in F. 
1.50 BLACK WATCH (Rosenfels 72) Finest, well-branched, deep velvety purple. 
4.00 BOLD PRINT (Gatty 82) Purple stitching on pure white ground. 
1. SO BOY WONDER (Ghio 77) Nicely branched burnt golden tan. 
2.00 BUTTER COOKIE (Gatty 80) Clear bright yellow. . 

12.00 BUTTER PECAN (Hager 83) Pecan brown S; yellow ground F w/ pecan brown plic. 
15.00 CHAMP (C, Palmer 84) See Introductions. . 
1.50 CHEERS (Hager 75) FINEST white with red beards; makes a beautiful clump. 
1.50 CHERRY SUPREME (Zurbrig9 77) Nice violet red self. 
3.00 DANCING CLOUD (Gatty 81) Soft light lavender plic on white ground. 
1.50 FANTASY WORLO (0. Brown 75) Apricot, yellow, pink blend; soft & pretty. 
6.00 FRENCH SILK (Robinson 83) Pretty light blue with silken finish. 

_,2.50 ' FROSTED CRYSTAL (Gatty 78) Blue white S; paler blue F w/ pale blue beards. 
1.50 HAGAR'S HELMET (Nichols 77) Yellow self with yellow spoons and_horns. . 
4.00 HARLOW GOLD (Black 82) Vigorous bright golden yellow; small white flash in F. 
6.00 HELL CAT (Aitken 83} Pale blue S; deep velvety purple black F._ . 

12.00 HOT FUDGE (Hager 83) Pale cream yellow ground w/ dark brown plicata markings. 
10.00 KIOWA MOON (C. Palmer 83) Medium yellow w/ pale brown halo spots and hafts. 
4.00 KOLKSEE (Denkeweitz 82} Medium blue violet S; deep blue violet F. 
3.00 LIEBLING (Gatty 81) Blue white S flushed violet; cool white F. 
3.00 LILAC POINT (Willott 81) Ruffled warm white and violet plicata. 
2.00 LOOKIN GOOD (Hager 79) Clean yellow self with yellow b~ard. . 
1.50 LOU BROCK (Briscoe 76) Dark violet S; soot black F; skimpy !oliage. 
2.50 MAGNA (Blyth 76) White S; lemon yellow F w/ gold beards; bright & pretty. 
1.50 MAIDEN LANE (Pettijohn 76) Yellow S; white F w/ yellow rim & haft. 
1.50 MARTY (W. Jones 78} Ruffled pale lavender pink w/ tangerine beard . 
1.50 MIDNIGHT STROLL (C. Palmer 76) Purple Sand darker purple F. . 
1.50 MOONDELLA (Blyth 72} Pale blue S; green yellow F; exceptionally nice, 
2.00 OF COURSE (Hager 79) Smooth pale apricot w/ deep orange beards •. 
3.00 OKLAHOMA BANDIT (Nichols 80) Ruffled tawny gold, washed claret in F. . . 

10 . 00 PAINTED HILLS (C. Palmer 83} Yellow green S infused maroon; yellow F overlaid viole 
_ 1.50 PEACHY FACE (B. Jones 76} Peachy white w/ large peach fall spot. 

4.00 PEPPER RIM (Hamblen 82} Deep violet Sand plic dotted Fon white ground. 
,. 1.50 PINK KITTEN (Wood 77) Bright pink with tangerine beards; very pretty. 

2.00 PIPER'S TUNE (Blyth 76) Blue orchid S; pink F w/ wide blue orchid border. 
12.50 POETIC ART (C. Palmer 83} Ruffled & heavily laced pale yellow. 
1.50 PONY (Hager 78} Golden tan washed deeper. 
1.50 POT LUCK (Hager 77) Yellow ground plic heavily marked dark mulberry; BEST!!! 
2.50 RARE EDITION (Gatty 80} Striking mulberry on white plicata. 
2.00 RASPBERRY BLUSH (Hamblen 76} Raspberry pink with deeper spot pattern; bright. 
6.00 RASPBERRY ROSE (Hamblen 82) Pinkish raspberry w/ bright orange to red beards. 

15.00 RED CHIPS (C. Palmer 84} See Introductions. 
1.50 RIKKI TIKI (Rogers 76} Grayed lavender; reddish brown overlaid F; FORM! 
2. 00 SCOUT'S HONOR (Gatty 79) Ginger blend w/ rosy violet cast; gold beards. 
1.50 SEA PATROL (C. Palmer 70) BEST light blue; beautifully formed. 
1. 50 SECRET IDEA (Nichols 79) Pale ivory cream ground w/ violet plic marks. 

... 1.50 SHAMPOO (Messick 77) Ruffled bronze gold self. 
2.00 SILENT STRINGS (P. Dyer 79) Ruffled medium to light blue; nice. 
1.50 SNAPPIE (Warburton 76} White ground plic w/ deep purple markings; STRIKING! 
2.00 SNOW FESTIVAL (C. Palmer 74) Elegantly formed pure white; the best white. 
1.50 SPRING THRILL (Zurbrig9 77) Bright medium yellow self; some rebloom. 
3.00 STERLINGOLD (Inerst 81) Gold self including beard. 
3.00 STRONDA (Innerst 81) Bright medium yellow self. 
1.50 SWIZZLE (Hager 72) Yellow and honey plicata; very nice. 
3.00 TENDER YEARS (Hamblen 80) Blue on white plicata; blue beard. 
1.50 TENDING STAR (Moldovan 70) Neat white blushed pink; pretty. 
3.00 THREE DOLLARS (Hager 81} Pale silvery blue self; rounded & flared F. 
3.00 TOULOUSE (Cromwell 80} Nicely formed, dainty, hot pink blend . 

< 1.50 TURTLE DOVE (Moldovan 72) Soft pastel dove pink to sky blue blend. 
1.50 VAMP (Ga tty 72) Flaring burgundy maroon; sti 11 one of the finest. 
1.50 VIRTUE (Gatty 76} Silky violet bitone; flared form; wonderful! 
2.00 VISA (Gatty 79) Greenish yellow; small paler fall spot, 

"?" 1.50 VOILA (Gatty 73} Great bright red orchid. 
12.50 WORK OF ART (C. Palmer 83) Very ruffled & lacy pale yellow; deeper haft. 
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STANDARD DWARF BEARDED 
Among the first iris to bloom, Height from 8 to 15", Makes nice low clump borders. 
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ABRACADABRA (Hager 77) Purple brown & maroon bitone; blue beards. 
AMAZON PRINCESS (Nichols 73) Yellow w/ red brown ray pattern in F. 
ANGELIC (C. Palmer 74) Nice light yellow amoena; very nice. 
ANGEL'S KISS (Willott 73) White with gold haft; pretty, 
ANTIQUE SATIN (Willott 73) Lavender S; red F washed brown; good breeder. 
APRICOT ELF (Hamblen 79) Light apricot orange; cocoa pink spot in F. 
AUBURN VALLEY (Willott 81) Yellow ground heavily marked red violet plic. 
AXIOM (Hager 77) Lavender blue on white plicata. 
AZTEC STAR (Niswonger 81) Pale yellow S & rim on red F. 
AZURE GEM (Hamblen 82) Delicately ruffled shaded light blue. 
BABY BLESSED (Zurbrigg 79) Nicely fonned pale yellow rebloomer; reliable. 
BABY TEARS (Weiler 80) Wann white S infused pale yellow; pale yellow F. 
BAJA (Gatty 83) Pale yellow ground plic w/ violet ovetones and marks . 
BEAU (Gatty 74) Pretty red purple bitone. 
BEAVER LASS (F. Oyer 82) Red brown bitone; blue violet beards. 
BETSY BOO (Warburton 75) Intense pink with good form and substance. 
BETTY WOOD (Varner 79) Ruffled light green & creamy white blend; violet beards . 
BLOODSTONE (Schreiner 80) Rich deep maroon with yellow orange beards. 
BLUE DRIFT (F. Oyer 80) Light blue self. 
BLUE SANO (Plough 79) Blue S blended yellow; brown yellow blended F. 
BLOOD DANCE (C. Palmer 84) See Introductions, 
BOBBIN (Hager 82) White ground plicata trimmed blue all around. 
BOO (Markham 71) White w/ deep blue spot; very showy; nice with red tulips , 
BRASS TACKS (Keppel 78) Brassy mustard gold with violet beards. 
BRAVITA (Blyth 80) Apricot w/ violet flash below bright tangeri ne beards. 
BRIGHT MOMENT (Hager 82) Pure white S; violet F edged white. 
BRIGHT VISION (Shoop 83) Peach pink w/ pink spot & tangerine beards, 
BRITISH BLUE (Willott 79) Light blue with green veins; violet beards. 
BRUSK (Innerst 81) Ruffled med yellow stitched vivid red on edges, 
CAESSURA (Cromwell 80) Lemon S; pink F; unbelievably beautiful. 
CANARY ISLE (Hamblen 72) Bright yellow w/ lavender beards, 
CAPTURED SPIRIT (Nichols 81) White w/ yellow eyelash pattern. 
CARROT CURLS (Sindt 82) Apricot pink S; smooth apricot orange F; orange beards. 
CATANI (Blyth 80) Cream to lemon ground plic w/ light rose tan markings. 
CINDY MITCHELL (C. Palmer 79) Wide ruffled pale sky blue; nice! 
CLAP HANDS (Hager 76) Good yellow plicata faintly marked honey. 
CLAY'S CAPER (Hamblen 76) Vigorous maroon wine. 
COAL BUCKET (Innerst 82) Purple black self w/ deep blue beard. 
COMBO (Hager 77) Smoky gold S; smoky maroon red F; pretty fonn. 
COTTON BLOSSOM (B. Jones 70) Well formed cream white; a classic!! 
CREAM TANG (Hager 79) Jersey cream self including beard; sport of Lemon Tang. 
CROWN PRINCESS (A. Brown 75) Warm white and primrose yellow amoena, 
CRYSTAL BUBBLES (Hager 79) Clear lt blue w/ chartreuse blending on haft. 
CUBAN CUTIE (P . Oyer 79) Golden brown S; ruffled deep brown F edged lighter. 
DAINTY DIANA (Willott 81) Light violet on white plicata, 
DAISY (C. Palmer 77) Ruffled white w/ yellow veins; very nice. 
DEMON (Hager 72) Classically formed deep velvety purple black, 
DREAM STAR (F. Oyer 75) Blue violet S; green gold F. 
ENCANTO (A. Brown 74) Brown with deep blue beards; green overtones. 
ESCAPE ARTIST (Nichols 79) Nice heavily stitched deep purple plic; too tall. 
EYEBRIGHT (J, Taylor 79) BRIGHT yellow gold w/ distinct brown veins 
FAD (Hager 80) Lt blue S; green gold F; blue beards. · 
FINE TASTE (Nichols 77) Nice cream with green ray pattern. 
FIRE ONE (Plough 79) ~emon yellow S; crimson red F banded yellow; BRIGHT! 
FORTUNE COOKIE (Schreiner 78) Creamy orange pink w/ deeper spot· tang beard 
FRACAS (Hager 82) Vivid, deep, bright, brassy yellow w/ white be;rds. · · 
FRECKLED DOLL (F. Dyer 82) Lt yellow ground w/ violet plic on edge 
FRIDAY'S CHILO (Ritchie 82) Exquisitely ruffled white w/ pale blue

0

beard 
FRISBEES (Hager 81) Cream S; maroon F narrowly edged cream · 
FROSTY ATOM (Plough 81) Lt blue self w/ lt yellow beard. · 
FROST TIPPED (Roger~ 75) Blue violet amoena w/ distinct dark veining in F. 
GALLEON GOLD (Schreiner 77) Golden yellow bitone; blue beards. 
GAY COMEDIAN (C. Palmer 78) Medium vio]et w/ darker red spot; different! 
~I~~t~P~iR(i~a~~u~t)n 7~) Pa]e blue pl1cata stitched deeper blue. 
GYPSY BOY ( Bltdget~ 7:n~ 1 ~1 ~\ \;g~ih m~gentaF~l btone; tangerine red beards. 

rown • ronze tipped blue beards , 
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STANDARD DWARF BEARD 

HALF MOON BAY (Willott 79) Pale yellow S; c 
HAPPENING (Hager 78) Cream S & lavender F. 
HAZEL'S PINK (Schmelzer 78) Salmon pink w/ 
HAZEL'S RED (Schmelzer 81) Red S w/ deeper 
HEE HAW (Innerst 80) Gold S rimmed maroon; 
HELTER SKELTER (P. Oyer 78) Brown S; blood 
HERBAL ESSENCE (P. Dyer 82) Yellow green w/ 
HESTER ( W. Jones 79) Ruffled ye 11 ow bi tone 
HIGH PRAIRIE (F. Dyer 82) Blue violet blend 
HOCUS POCUS ( Hager 7 6) Lavender S & brown F 
ICE CHALET (Black 82) Icy blue white w/ dee 
INDIAN JEWEL (A. Brown 74) White w/ true tu 
INDIGO CROWN (Willott 76) Violet blue S; o 
INFLAMED (Innerst 82) Bright yellow w/ red 
INGENUITY {C. Palmer 83) Lt lavender S & F 
INGLENOOK (Hamblen 83) Cream flushed greeni 
INVOKING (A. Brown 75) Brown & mauve pink; 
JABBERWOCKY {Innerst 80) Blue grey S; antiq 
JADE MIST {P. Dyer 79) Smoky blue S & lt bl 
JARED (Innerst 80) Creamy white with gold t 
JOYCE McBRIDE (W. Jones 81) Bright purple ~ 
JOYFUL (Gatty 78) Lemon chrome bitone w/ po 
JOYOUS ISLE (P. Dyer 81) Lt blue S & med ol 
JUST DANDY (Hager 82) Nicely formed med lav 
KAYO (Niswonger 80) Bright yellow w/ blue b 
KHAKI PRINT (Weiler 83) Lavender blue w/ kh 
KISTA (Blyth 74) Wel 1 formed red violet bit 
LADY IN RED {Willott 73) Different shade of 
LA VELITA (Corlew 81) Nicely fonned yellow 
LEMON RINGS (Aitken 83) Lemon yellow w/ da~ 
LEMON TANG (Hager 77) Vigorous lemon yellow 
LITTLE BILL (W. Jones 78) Brown bitone w/ s 
LITTLE BLACK BELT (Niswonger 80) Rather na~ 
LITTLE DITTY (A. Brown 77) Turquoise white _! 
LITTLE EPISODE (Rawlins 82) Dark violet sel 
LITTLE JASMINE (F. Dyer 81) Tailored pink is 
LOLLIPOP (Hager 77) Deep vibrant red w/ vel 
LOVE (Harder 75) Ruffled white. 
LUSCIOUS ONE (C. Palmer 79) Pale yellow S a 
MARIE'S DELIGHT (C. Palmer 79) Pale yellow I 
MARVELOUS MAGIC (F. Dyer 81) White ground~ 
MARVELOUS STYLE (F. Oyer 81) Pale blue viol 
MELON HONEY (Roberts 73) Pastel cantalope; 
MEN ONLY (Warburton 73) Very late brown ble 
METERMAID (Blyth 76) Sky blue self with bro 
MEXICAN DOLL (F. Dyer 76) Smoky yellow oran 
MICHAEL PAUL (W. Jones 79) The BEST black d 
MIDNIGHT MADNESS (P. Oyer 80) Wide deep pu1 
MISS OKLAHOMA (C, Palmer 78) White w/ gold 
MISTER ROBERTS (Willett 79) Well formed glo 
MONKEY (Hager 79) Light brown S & deeper b~ 
MOONLIGHT LOVE (C. Palmer 84) See lntroduct 
MORNING SURF (Willett 81) Blue white self w 
MRS. NATE RUDOLPH (Briscoe 75) Nicely forme 
MUCHACHA (Gatty 83) Buff yellow S w/ mauve 
MUSIC BOX (Hager 80) Lavender S & greenish 
MUSIC CAPER (Roberts 75) The very FINEST ye 
NAIAD (Hager 78) Chartreuse w/ pale blue be 
NANCY ALANE (W. Jones 81) Purple S & rich m 
NIFTY (C. Palmer 75) Lt violet blue w/ full 
OLIVE CHARMER (C. Palmer 82) Pale blue gree 
OLIVER (Nichols 74) Greenish cream w/ brown 
OMEN (Gatty 73) Very broadly formed sun yel 
ON FIRE (McClintock 80) Orange red self w/ 
ORANGE SUNSET (F. Dyer 82) Narrow petaled 
ORIENTAL BLUSH (Willott 81) Light buff pink 
OUTSTEP ( Innerst 81) Rich purple on white p 
PEACH BAVARIAN (Wi llott 78)Lt peach self w/ 
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STANDARD DWARF BEARDED 
• Height from 8 to 15", Makes nice low clump borders. 

Purple brown & maroon bitone; blue beards. 
pls 73) Yellow w/ red brown ray pattern in F. 
0 Nice light yellow amoena; very nice. 
73) White with gold haft; pretty. 
73) Lavender S; red F washed brown; good breeder. 

9) Light apricot orange; cocoa pink spot in F. 
81) Yellow ground heavily marked red violet plic, 

der blue on white plicata. 
81) Pale yellow S & rim on red F. 
Delicately ruffled shaded light blue. 

g 79) Nicely formed pale yellow rebloomer; reliable, 

i 
Warm white S infused pale yellow; pale yellow F. 

e 11 ow ground pl i c w/ viol et ovetones and marks. 
red purple bi tone , 

2) Red brown bitone; blue violet beards. 
rs) Intense pink with good form and substance. 

Ruffled light green & creamy white blend; violet beards. 
80) Rich deep maroon with yellow orange beards. 

O) Light blue self. 
Blue S blended yellow; brown yellow blended F. 
84) See Introductions. 

1 
e ground plicata trimmed blue all around. 

e w/ deep blue spot; very showy; nice with red tulips . 
) Brassy mustard gold with violet beards. 

ricot w/ violet flash below bright tangeri ne beards. 
82) Pure white S; violet F edged white. 

3) Peach pink w/ pink spot & tangerine beards, 
79) Light blue with green veins; violet beards. 
fled med yellow stitched vivid red on edges, 

Lemon S; pink F; unbelievably beautiful. 
2) Bright yellow w/ lavender beards. 

ols 81) White w/ yellow eyelash pattern. 
2) Apricot pink S; smooth apricot orange F; orange beards. 
am to lemon ground plic w/ light rose tan markings. 
mer 79) Wide ruffled pale sky blue; nice! 
Good yellow plicata faintly marked honey, 
76) Vigorous maroon wine, 

82) Purple black self w/ deep blue beard . 
y gold S; smoky maroon red F; pretty form. 
es 70) Well formed cream white; a classic!! 
Jersey cream self including beard; sport of Lemon Tang. 

own 75) Warm white and primrose yellow amoena, 
r 79) Clear lt blue w/ chartreuse blending on haft. 
19) Golden brown S; ruffled deep brown F edged lighter. 
81) Light violet on white plicata. 
~ffl ed white w/ ye 11 ow veins; very nice, 

~ically formed deep velvety purple black. 
J Blue violet S; green gold F, 
Brown with deep blue beards; green overtones. 

s 79) Nice heavily stitched deep purple plic; too tall. 
?9) BRIGHT yellow gold w/ distinct brown veins. 
e S; green gold F; blue beards. 
~) Nice cream with green ray pattern, 
~emon yellow S; crimson red F banded yellow; BRIGHT! 
!ner 78) Cr~amy orange pink w/ deeper spot; tang. beard. 
1d, deep, bright, brassy yellow w/ white beards. 
. 82) Lt yell?w ground w/ violet plic on edge. 
1e 82) Exquisitely ruffled white w/ pale blue beard. 
ream S; maroon F narrowly edged cream. 
lJ Lt blue. self w/ lt yellow beard, 
5) Blue violet amoena w/ distinct dark veining in F 

Fr 77) Golden yellow bitone· blue beards · 
er 78) Medium violet w/ darker red spot· 

0

different' 
78) Pa)e blue plicata stitched deeper blue. · 

:r~el~i~\ & rose magenta bitone; tangerine red beards 
, 0 smooth brown F; bronze tipped blue beards,· 
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STANDARD DWARF BEARDED 

HALF MOON BAY (Willott 79) Pale yellow S; cream F w/ yellow spot. 
HAPPENING (Hager 78) Cream S & lavender F. 
HAZEL'S PINK (Schmelzer 78) Salmon pink w/ tangerine beards, 
HAZEL'S RED (Schmelzer 81) Red S w/ deeper red F & deeper edge; lavender beard, 
HEE HAW (Innerst 80) Gold S rimmed maroon; cream F peppered maroon at haft. 
HELTER SKELTER (P. Dyer 78) Brown S; blood red ruffled F w/ gold beards. 
HERBAL ESSENCE (P. Dyer 82) Yellow green w/ olive green spot & blue beards. 
HESTER (W. Jones 79) Ruffled yellow bitone w/ self beards , 
HIGH PRAIRIE (F. Dyer 82) Blue violet blended S; red violet blend F edged blue, 
HOCUS POCUS (Hager 76) Lavender S & brown F w/ purple beards; excellent! 
ICE CHALET (Black 82) Icy blue white w/ deeper blue violet infusions. 
INDIAN JEWEL (A. Brown 74) White w/ true turquoise spot; like no other. 
INDIGO CROWN (Willott 76) Violet blue S; olive green F, 
INFLAMED ( Innerst 82) Bright yellow w/ red brown spot in F. 
INGENUITY (C. Palmer 83) Lt lavender S & F w/ red violet haft & spot in F. 
INGLENOOK (Hamblen 83) Cream flushed greenish blue w/ intense violet blue beards, 
INVOKING (A. Brown 75) Brown & mauve pink; soft & subtle. 
JABBERWOCKY (Innerst 80) Blue grey S; antique gold F w/ blue haft. 
JADE MIST (P. Dyer 79) Smoky blue S & lt blue F w/ chartreuse spot. 
JARED (Innerst 80) Creamy white with gold trimmings; nice. 
JOYCE McBRIDE (W, Jones 81) Bright purple on white plic; the BEST!! Unique. 
JOYFUL (Gatty 78) Lemon chrome bitone w/ powder blue beards; great! 
JOYOUS ISLE (P. Dyer 81) Lt blue S & med olive F edged blue; blue beards, 
JUST DANDY (Hager 82) Nicely formed med lavender w/ touch of brown on haft. 
KAYO (Niswon~er 80) Bright yellow w/ blue beards. 
KHAKI PRINT (Weiler 83) Lavender b 1 ue w/ khaki thumbpri nts on F; reb l oomer. 
KISTA (Blyth 74) Well formed red violet bitone, 
LADY IN RED (Willott 73) Different shade of red, 
LA VELITA (Corlew 81) Nicely formed yellow w/ yellow beards, 
LEMON RINGS (Aitken 83) Lemon yellow w/ darker spot in F and edge, 
LEMON TANG (Hager 77) Vigorous lemon yellow with lemon fragrance. 
LITTLE BILL (W. Jones 78) Brown bitone w/ stunning purple beards; different, 
LITTLE BLACK BELT (Niswon~er 80) Rather narrow petaled almost black. 
LITTLE DITTY (A. Brown 77) Turquoise white w/ green ovetones; unusual & fine, 
LITTLE EPISODE (Rawlins 82) Dark violet self w/ violet beards, 
LITTLE JASMINE (F. Dyer 81) Tailored pinkish self. 
LOLLIPOP (Hager 77) Deep vibrant red w/ velvety sheen; EXCEPTIONAL! 
LOVE (Harder 75) Ruffled white. 
LUSCIOUS ONE (C. Palmer 79) Pale yellow Sand white F w/ green spot. 
MARIE'S DELIGHT (C, Palmer 79) Pale yellow S; pale green/yellow/brown F, 
MARVELOUS MAGIC (F. Dyer 81) White ground w/ deep blue violet veining in S & F, 
MARVELOUS STYLE (F. Dyer 81) Pale blue violet blend. 
MELON HONEY (Roberts 73) Pastel cantalope; orange beards. 
MEN ONLY (Warburton 73) Very late brown blend. 
METERMAID (Blyth 76) Sky blue self with bronze hafts, 
MEXICAN DOLL (F. Dyer 76) Smoky yellow orange w/ violet beards. 
MICHAEL PAUL (W. Jones 79) The BEST black dwarf there is; classic form!!! 
MIDNIGHT MADNESS (P. Dyer 80) Wide deep purple self w/ blue beards; irridescent! 
MISS OKLAHOMA (C. Palmer 78) White w/ gold spot in F; from pink breeding, 
MISTER ROBERTS (Willott 79) Well formed glowing deep yellow gold; rich, 
MONKEY (Hager 79) Light brown S & deeper brown F w/ yellow beards. 
MOONLIGHT LOVE (C, Palmer 84) See Introductions. 
MORNING SURF (Willott 81) Blue white self w/ white beards, 
MRS. NATE RUDOLPH (Briscoe 75) Nicely formed deep grey tinted green. 
MUCHACHA (Gatty 83) Buff yellow S w/ mauve rib; warm white F banded buff yellow. 
MUSIC BOX (Hager 80) Lavender S & greenish tan F w/ brown hafts; pale blue beard, 
MUSIC CAPER (Roberts 75) The very FINEST yellow amoena; precise ruffles. 
NAIAD (Hager 78) Chartreuse w/ pale blue beards, 
NANCY ALANE (W. Jones 81) Purple S & rich maroon F edged crystalline purple, 
NIFTY (C. Palmer 75) Lt violet blue w/ full violet spot in F; ruffled, 
OLIVE CHA~ER (C. Palmer ~2) Pale blue green S & lt brown-olive green blend F. 
OLIVER (Nichols 74) Greenish cream w/ brown spot & orangeish beard. 
OMEN (Gatty 73) Very broadly formed sun yellow w/ deeper spot, 
ON FIRE (McClintock 80) Orange red self w/ blue violet beards. 
ORANGE SUNSET (F. Dyer 82) Narrow petaled rich orange 
ORIENTAL BLUSH (Willott 81) Light buff pink w/ lt blue beards 
OUTSTEP (Innerst 81) Rich purple on white plicata. • 
PEACH BAVARIAN (Willott 78)Lt peach self w/ white beard, 
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STANDARD DWARF BEARDED 

PEACH HEART (W. Jones 82) Honeysuckle pink w/ peach spot in F. 
PECAN SPOT (Black 84) See Introductions. 
PEPPER MILL (Hager 77) Great yellow ground w/ deep brown plicata marks. 
PEPPERMINT TWIST (Schreiner 77) Peppennint pink on white plicata. 
PESO (Gatty 83) Nicely ruffled deep prune purple plic on white. 
PET (Hager 82) Smaller flowered clear apricot; dainty. 
PETITE PINK (Blodgett 81) Ruffled orange buff w/ violet striations below beard. 
POPCORN (Hager 77) Recessive wann white w/ self beard. 
PRINCE (A. Brown 76) Pretty olive brown with bright blue beards. 
PULSE RATE (Blyth 77) Smooth apricot orange; tangerine beards. 
QUIET MORN (Willott 81) Violet blue stitching on white plic; blue violet styles. 
QUILTING BEE (Willott 80) White ground w/ dark violet stitching all around. 
RAINBOW MUSIC (Willott 73) Superb ruffled lilac w/ bright magenta spot. 
RAINBOW SERENADE (C. Palmer 79) Very different yellow w/ red brown F pattern. 
RAIN DANCE (B. Jones 79) Beautifully fonned blue self; nice color. 
RASPBERRY HALO (Willott 73) Well fonned white w/ red violet spots in F. 
REAL COCQUETTE (Blyth 76) Pale blue S; lime chartreuse F w/ lilac blue beards. 
RELUCTANT DRAGIN (Cromwell 80) Bright blue pink w/ super fonn & substance. 
RIPE RASPBERRY (Dunbar 72) Rich raspberry; very bright & showy. 
ROSY STITCHING (F. Dyer 78) Rose pink on white pl icata. 
ROYAL CARNIVAL (C. Palmer 74) Great, super wide, royal violet; exceptional! 
RUBY CROWN (Roberts 73) Rose with ruby ray pattern in F. 
SAPPHIRE GEM (Scmielzer 75) Beautiful sapphire blue w/ white beards. 
SAPPHIRE JEWEL (Hamblen 78) Great medium violet blue w/ dark blue beards. 
SATIN LUSTRE (Hamblen 75) Yellow S w/ creamy yellow F & lavender beards. 
SAVVY (C. Palmer 83) Deep canary yellow S & darker yellow gold F; ruffled. 
SHERLOCK (Black 82) Pistachio yellow w/ mauve rib & mauve brown spot in F. 
SHOW BABY (Reinhardtt 73) Medium blue w/ darker spot and semi tangerine beard. 
SILVER FINERY (C. Palmer 76) Pearly lt blue white w/ cream hafts; very nice. 
SINGING ANGEL (C. Palmer 76) Ruffled lt violet blue w/ darker spot in F; NICE! 
SKY & SNOW (Warburton 73) Pretty reverse blue amoena. 
SMALL FLASH (Black 83) Chrome yellow S & band on rose purple F; reblooms. 
SNOW PIXIE (Blodgett 78) White with yellow green spot in F. 
SOFT AIR (Warburton 73) Overlooked yellow and white; soft & subtle. 
SOUTHERN CLIPPER (Street 71) Clear blue w/ deeper blue spot in F. 
SPANGLES (Hager 78) Lavender Sand tan F splashed w/ lavender. 
SPECIAL ONE (C. Palmer 78) Pale yellow w/ darker veins & spot; very nice. 
SPRING BELLS (B. Jones 72) Excellent pale cream yellow w/ personality. 
SPRIZZLE (F. Dyer 78) Cream white ground w/ blue plic marks. 
STAR OF ERIN (Willott 82) Ruffled pale blue w/ yellow green spots in F. 
STARRY EYED (Gatty 75) Medium blue amoena w/ F banded white. 
STEVEN MICHAEL (Saia 82) Bright yellow. 
STITCH WITCH (Willott 75) White ground stitched blue violet plic. 
STOCKHOLM (Warburton 72) Yellow w/ blue beards; pretty. 
SYLVAN SPRING (Willott 81) Pale blue brushed pale gold at S edge & F haft. 
TARDETTE (W. Jones 83) Late blooming bright sunshine yellow. 
TEN SPEED (Willott 80) Smallish cream w/ red brown spot & yellow hilights. 
THAT'S IT (Hagberg 80) White w/ greenish hilights. 
THIRD CHARM (Weiler 82) Med blue violet w/ darker F spot; supposedly blooms 3 times. 
THIRD WORLD (Weiler 82) Red violet bitone w/ blue beards; supposedly blooms 3 times. 
THRICE BLESSED (Weiler 82) Bright yellow; supposedly blooms 3 times. 
THUNDER EAGLE (C. Palmer 77) Yellow S w/ cherry red F edged yellow. 
TIDE POOL (Keppel 79) Greenish yellow/ olive/ rose/ brown blend. 
TIGER PRINT (Black 82) RUFFLED bright yellow w/ brown spot ray pattern in F. 
TORTUGA (Willott 79) Laced royal purple w/ deeper spot. 
TOY (Hager 82) Tan w/ deep violet beards & line extending to edge of F; CUTE! 
TOY PARADE (Gatty 79) Medium to light blue w/ deeper violet F spot. 
TRIPLICATE (Weiler 83) Tan S & brown F w/ violet beards; supposedly blooms 3 times . 
TRULY (Warburton 78) Exceptional near turpuoise blue w/ cream beards; a MUST! 
TWICE BLESSED (Dennis 66) Soft yellow & white rebloomer. 
TWINK (Schreiner 75) Dark violet on white plicata. 
TWINKLING LIGHT (Blyth 77) Soft pink w/ deeper veining around apricot beards. 
VELVET PRIDE (C. Palmer 77) Med purple S w/ deep purple F; ruffled. 
WHITE GEM (Roberts 74) Very nice wide pure white; NICE! 
WILLOW MIST (Weiler 83) Green tinted white w/ blue beards; rebloomer. 
WISHING STAR (Willott 80) Ruffled white w/ yellow haft & pale blue beards. 
WIZARD OF ID (P. Dyer 81) Deep antique gold w/ purple black beards; a MUST!!! 
WOW (A. Brown 70) Bright yellow with red spot in F; eyecatching. 
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MINIATURE DWARF BEAR[ 
Very small plants and flowers with a height limit 

$ 1.00 
1.00 
1.50 
1.00 
4.00 
3.00 
3.00 
1.00 
2.00 
1.00 
3.00 
1.00 
1.00 
2.50 
1.00 
2.50 
1.00 
1.00 

- 2.00 

APRIL BALLET (C. Palmer 73) Nicely fonned 
BABY PINK (A. Brown 75) Orient pink with p 
BLUETWEEN (Hager 80) Wide petaled light la\ 
BUTTERCUP CHARM (A. Brown 69) Very fine yel 
CANARY BABY (Willott 83) Pretty little yel 
DITTO (Hager 82) White w/ maroon red spots 
DOODLE (Ha9er 82) Round petaled purple on 
FOOTPRINT {A. Brown 72) Bright yellow with 
GARNET ELF (Hamblen 77) Smooth deep burgunG 
GIZMO (Ha9er 77) Vibrant, glowing dark viol 
HOT FOOT {Hager 82) Yellow S & dark red F ~ 
LIBATION (Hager 75) Very fine wine red w/ G 
ORCHID FLAIR (Mahood 61) Rosy orchid w/ whi 
PENNY CANDY · (Hamblen 77) Butterscotch yellq 
PURPLE SIDEBURNS (Kavan 72) Brown yellow w/ 
PUSSYTOES (Willott 82) White w/ green tint. 
THREE CHERRIES (Hager 71) Deep rose w/ red 
WHITE LIGHT (Welch 71) Pure white w/ white 
ZIPPER (Sindt 79) Pretty, well fonned, brig 

ARILBRED 
These are a bearded iris that are a hybrid from th 
Regel ia species crossed with other bearded iris fo 
taining the exotic blossoms characteristic of thes 
drainage, plenty of water in the spring, and as co 
months as possible. You' 11 be rewarded in early s 

$ 6.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
5.00 
2.00 
3.00 
4.00 
2.00 
3.00 
2.00 
3.00 
5.00 
2.00 
8.00 
3.00 
3.00 
2.00 
2.00 
3.00 
4.00 
3.00 
3.00 

10.00 
3.00 
3.00 
2.00 
3.00 
2.00 
3.00 
4.00 
2.00 
4.00 
3.00 
2.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 

ARABIQUE (Sindt 81) Lt lavender S toned gol 
ARIL ARROW (Foster 74) Pansy violet w/ hea¥ 
ARIL CHARMER (Foster 63) Rosy cream heavily 
ARIL LADY (Danielson 76) Grey lavender S an 
BANGLADESH (Peterson 72) Deep blue S & deep 
BARELY MOHR (Hager 81) Brown bitone w small 
BIG DADDY (Anderson 73) Grey toned blend; G 
BIONIC BURST (Danielson 77) Light red S & d, 
BUTTERFLY WINGS (White 47) Lilac blue S & c 
BYZANTINE BEAUTY (Nichols 77) ARIL-MEDIAN; 
CAIRO SANDS (Slamova 74) Pale green S veine 
CALYPSO CLOWN (Rich 78) ARIL-MEDIAN; orchi 
CANASTA (Rich 75) ARIL-MEDIAN; violet S & 
COOL OASIS (Hager 81) Lt violet S & purple 
CORNING (Clark 66) Burnt sienna & red blen 
CUTE TWIST (Rich 83) ARIL-MEDIAN; blended b 
DESERT BUTTERCUP (Holden 78) Yellow self w/ 
DESERT CARAVAN (Flanagan 77) Violet S & dar 
DESERT DOVE (Flanagan 73) Violet S & beige 
DESERT DREAM (Flanagan 74) Med violet S & v 
DOME OF OMAR (Hawkinson 72) Smoky tan S & ti, 
DORCAS (Hunt 79) Lt purple S & violet F hea 
DOVE SONG (Flanagan 67) Pale violet S & F o 
DRESDEN GOLD (Foster 74) Lt yellow S & deep 
EL KALAH (C. Hamblen 82) Lt purple S & grey 
EL MOHR (Loomis 42) Medium red purple Mohr 
ENGRAVED (Craig 53) Pearl veined all over Wi 
ESTHER THE QUEEN (Hunt 68) Wisteria blue S I 
FAIRY ARTISTRY (C. Palmer 78) Blue white S 
FAIRY GOBLIN (Foster 68) ARIL-MEDIAN; straw 
FALCON FLIGHT (Flanagan 77) Lt violet S & b 
FAVORED CHILD (Peterson 79) Lt blue S & tan 
GENETIC ARTIST (Danielson 71) Combination o 
GENETIC BURST (Danielson 77) Oyster S & lig 
GENETIC DANCER (Danielson 75) Brownish tan l 
GENETIC LEADER (Danielson 71) Bright brown ! 
GRAND VIZIER (Hawkinson 70) Popular deep r1 
HABIBI (Rogers 73) Orchid S & greyed orchid 
HEART STEALER (Peterson 76) Pink self overl, 
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STANDARD DWARF BEARDED 

) Honeysuckle pink w/ peach spot in F. 
e Introductions. 
reat yellow ground w/ deep brown pl cata marks. 

iner 77) Peppennint pink on white pl cata. 
uffled deep prune purple pl ic on wh te. 
lowered clear apricot; dainty. 

1) Ruffled orange buff w/ violet striations below beard. 
ssive wann white w/ self beard. 
tty olive brown with bright blue beards. 
oath apricot orange; tangerine beards. 
Violet blue stitching on white plic; blue violet styles. 
) White ground w/ dark violet stitching all around. 
3) Superb ruffled 1 ilac w/ bright magenta spot. 

lmer 79) Very different yellow w/ red brown F pattern. 
) Beautifully fanned blue self; nice color. 
73) Well fanned white w/ red violet spots in F. 

6) Pale blue S; lime chartreuse F w/ lilac blue beards. 
ell 80) Bright blue pink w/ super fonn & substance. 
72) Rich raspberry; very bright & showy. 

78) Rose pink on white pl icata. 
er 74) Great, super wide, royal violet; exceptional! 
Rose with ruby ray pattern in F. 
75) Beautiful sapphire blue w/ white beards. 
78) Great medium violet blue w/ dark blue beards. 

5) Yellow S w/ creamy yellow F & lavender beards. 
ep canary yellow S & darker yellow gold F; ruffled. 
tachio yellow w/ mauve rib & mauve brown spot in F. 
3) Medium blue w/ darker spot and semi tangerine beard • 
. r 76) Pearly lt blue white w/ cream hafts; very nice. 
!r 76) Ruffled 1t violet blue w/ darker spot in F; NICE! 
3) Pretty reverse b 1 ue amoena. 
Chrome ye 11 ow S & band on rose purp 1 e F; reb 1 corns. 
) White with yellow green spot in F. 
Overlooked yellow and white; soft & subtle. 

rt 71) Clear blue w/ deeper blue spot in F. 
ender S and tan F splashed w/ lavender. 
78) Pale yellow w/ darker veins & spot; very nice. 
72) Exce 11 ent pa 1 e cream ye 11 ow w/ personality. 

.ream white ground w/ blue plic marks. 
f2) Ruffled pale blue w/ yellow green spots in F. 
!Medium blue amoena w/ F banded white. 
/) Bright yellow. 
[5) White ground stitched blue violet plic. 
!) Yellow w/ blue beards; pretty. 
81) Pale blue brushed pale gold at S edge & F haft. 
Late blooming bright sunshine yellow. 
Smallish cream w/ red brown spot & yellow hilights. 
hite w/ greenish hilights. 
Med blue violet w/ darker F spot; supposedly blooms 3 times. 
Red violet bitone w/ blue beards; supposedly blooms 3 times. 

82) Bright yellow; supposedly blooms 3 times. 
ir 77) Yellow S w/ cherry red F edged yellow. 
' reenish yellow/ olive/ rose/ brown blend. 
RUFFLED bright yellow w/ brown spot ray pattern in F. 

teed royal purple w/ deeper spot. 
Jeep violet beards & line extending to edge of F; CUTE! 
edium to light blue w/ deeper violet F spot. 
Tan S & brown F w/ violet beards; supposedly blooms 3 times. 

,ceptional near turpuoise blue w/ cream beards; a MUST! 
56) Soft yellow & white rebloomer. 
irk violet on white plicata. 
77) Soft pink w/ deeper veining around apricot beards. 

r 
77) Med purple S w/ deep purple F; ruffled. 

Very nice wide pure white; NICE! 
Green tinted white w/ blue beards; rebloomer. 

!Ol Ruffled white w/ yellow haft & pale blue beards. 
31 Deep antique gold w/ purple black beards; a MUST!!! 
t yellow with red spot in F; eyecatching. 
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MINIATURE DWARF BEARDED 
Very small plants and flowers with a height limit of 8". Great for rock gardens. 

$ 1.00 
1.00 
1.50 
1.00 
4.00 
3.00 
3.00 
1.00 
2.00 
1.00 
3.00 
1.00 
1.00 
2.50 
1.00 
2.50 
1.00 
1.00 

- 2.00 

APRIL BALLET (C. Palmer 73) Nicely fanned light blue w/ violet F spot. 
BABY PINK (A. Brown 75) Orient pink with pink beards; a bit too tall. 
BLUETWEEN (Hager 80) Wide petaled light lavender blue. 
BUTTERCUP CHARM (A. Brown 69) Very fine yellow w/ deeper spot in F. 
CANARY BABY (Willett 83) Pretty little yellow bitone. 
DITTO (Hager 82) White w/ maroon red spots in the F; reblooms. 
DOODLE (Ha$er 82) Round petaled purple on white plicata. 
FOOTPRINT (A. Brown 72l Bright yellow with red brown F spot. 
GARNET ELF (Hamblen 77 Smooth deep burgundy wine; cute. 
GIZMO (Ha$er 77) Vibrant, glowing dark violet w/ darker red violet spot. 
HOT FOOT (Hager 82) Yellow S & dark red F w/ yellow margins. 
LIBATION (Hager 75) Very fine wine red w/ deeper spot & bright yellow beards. 
ORCHID FLAIR (Mahood 61) Rosy orchid w/ white beards. 
PENNY CANDY · (Hamblen 77) Butterscotch yellow blend w/ blue beards. 
PURPLE SIDEBURNS (Kavan 72) Brown yellow w/ deeper F & blue beards. 
PUSSYTOES (Willett 82) White w/ green tint. 
THREE CHERRIES (Hager 71) Deep rose w/ red spots & bright yellow beards. 
WHITE LIGHT (Welch 71) Pure white w/ white beards. 
ZIPPER (Sindt 79) Pretty, well fanned, bright yellow w/ blue beards; SUPER! 

ARILBRED 
These are a bearded iris that are a hybrid from the rather finicky Oncocyclus and 
Regelia species crossed with other bearded iris for easier growth while still main
tai~ing the exotic blossoms characteristic of these species. They require excellent 
drainage, plenty of water in the spring, and as complete a drying off in the summer 
months as possible. You'll be rewarded in early spring for your efforts! 

$ 6.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
5.00 
2.00 
3.00 
4.00 
2.00 
3.00 
2.00 
3.00 
5.00 
2.00 
8.00 
3.00 
3.00 
2.00 
2.00 
3.00 
4.00 
3.00 
3.00 

10.00 
3.00 
3.00 
2.00 
3.00 
2.00 
3.00 
4.00 
2.00 
4.00 
3.00 
2.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 

ARABIQUE (Sindt 81) Lt lavender Stoned gold & soft gold F w/ brown signal. 
ARIL ARROW (Foster 74) Pansy violet w/ heavy darker veining. 
ARIL CHARMER (Foster 63) Rosy cream heavily veined dark maroon. 
ARIL LADY (Danielson 76) Grey lavender Sand grey chartreuse F. 
BANGLADESH (Peterson 72) Deep blue S & deep blue w/ pink cast F; brown beards. 
BARELY MOHR (Hager 81) Brown bitone w small line signals below bronze beards. 
BIG DADDY (Anderson 73) Grey toned blend; GIGANTIC flowers! 
BIONIC BURST (Danielson 77) Light red S & dark red F. 
BUTTERFLY WINGS (White 47) Lilac blue S & cream F veined mulberry & russet. 
BYZANTINE BEAUTY (Nichols 77) ARIL-MEDIAN; nice bronze & maroon blend. 
CAIRO SANDS (Slamova 74) Pale green S veined gold w/ gold F veined brown. 
CALYPSO CLOWN (Rich 78) ARIL-MEDIAN; orchid S w/ buff F & brick red spots. 
CANASTA (Rich 75) ARIL-MEDIAN; violet S & beige F w/ mulberry red signal & veins. 
COOL OASIS (Hager 81) Lt violet S & purple F w/ small black signals. 
CORNING (Clark 66) Burnt sienna & red blend w/ black signals. 
CUTE TWIST (Rich 83) ARIL-MEDIAN; blended buff red S & plum maroon F; rich! 
DESERT BUTTERCUP (Holden 78) Yellow self w/ red brown signal; 2/3 bred. 
DESERT CARAVAN {Flanagan 77) Violet S & dark red violet F. 
DESERT DOVE (Flanagan 73) Violet S & beige F w/ red signals. 
DESERT DREAM (Flanagan 74) Med violet S & violet grey blended F. 
DOME OF OMAR (Hawkinson 72) Smoky tan S & bamboo F w/ brown onco veining; NICE! 
DORCAS (Hunt 79) Lt purple S & violet F heavily veined haft & red violet signal. 
DOVE SONG (Flanagan 67) Pale violet S & F overlaid dove gray; popular. 
DRESDEN GOLD (Foster 74l Lt yellow S & deeper yellow F w/ brown signals. 
EL KALAH ( C. Hamblen 82 Lt purple S & greyed ye 11 ow F w/ burnt orange veining. 
EL MOHR (Loomis 42) Medium red purple Mohr type; Dykes 1945. 
ENGRAVED (Craig 53) Pearl veined all over with grey; striking & different. 
ESTHER THE QUEEN (Hunt 68) Wisteria blue S & reddish willow F w/ dark signals. 
FAIRY ARTISTRY (C. Palmer 78) Blue white S & yellow green F w/ brown signals. 
FAIRY GOBLIN (Foster 68) ARIL-MEDIAN; straw S & chartreuse F veined red brown. 
FALCON FLIGHT (Flanagan 77) Lt violet S & beige F w/ red signals; EXCEPTIONAL! 
FAVORED CHILD (Peterson 79) Lt blue S & tan F overlaid w/ red. 
GENETIC ARTIST (Danielson 71) Combination of bronzy yellow and blue; nice. 
GENETIC BURST (Danielson 77) Oyster S & light blue F w/ blue beards. 
GENETIC DANCER (Danielson 75l Brownish tan S & deeper F w/ blue beards. 
GENETIC LEADER (Danielson 71 Bright brown S & brown F w/ violet center. 
GRAND VIZIER (Hawkinson 70) Popular deep red maroon veined black. 
HABIBI (Rogers 73) Orchid S & greyed orchid F; both veined deeper. 
HEART STEALER (Peterson 76) Pink self overlaid lavender w/ brown beards. 
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LOUDON GOLD 

HARLOW GOLD 

TIGER PRINT 

r 

SNOW WHITE'S ROUGE 

HAT TRICK 

AUTUMN BLUSH 

$ 4.00 
3.00 
3.00 
2.00 

12.00 
2.00 
5.00 
4.00 
3.00 
3.00 
4.00 
8.00 
3.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
6.00 
4.00 
2.00 
8.00 
3,00 
2.00 
3.00 
2,00 
4.00 
2.00 
3.00 
5.00 
2,00 
2.-00 
4.00 
3.00 
2.00 
3,00 
3.00 
2.00 
3,00 
2.00 
2.00 
3.00 
2.00 
3,00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
3,00 
3.00 
3,00 
4,00 
2.00 
4.00 
2.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
2.00 
3.00 
3.00 
2.00 

10.00 
2.00 
2.00 

12.00 

ARILBRED 

IBERIAN QUEEN (Holden 79) White S & light la 
1B MAC (Van Tuburgen 10) Medium red bitone t 
IMAM SALAH (White 56) Yellow self w/ F vein 
IRISH TOUCH (Peterson 73) Pale chartreuse w 
JALISA (Plough 81) Pinkish red & brown blenc 
JAZZ BABY (Noyd 60) Orchid blue S & lt greer 
JORDANIAN PRINCE (Clark 71) Red & purple blE 
KALIFA FATIMA (White 51) Greyish lavender, 
KALIFA GULNARE (White 55) Orchid S & F w/ F 
KALIFA HIRFA (White 54) Violet toned blend f 
KALIFA KABUL (White 56) Chartreuse, buff, yE 
KHYBER PASS (Kidd 81) Lt lavender S & F darl 
KISH (White 44) Medium red violet blend. 
LADY MOHR (Salbach 43) Pearl S & greenish st 
LAKE MATTAWA (Gadd 67) Medium blue self w/ t 
LEBANESE SNOW (Muhlestein 70) White self w/ 
LITTLE TROOPER (C. Palmer 83) ARIL-MEDIAN; I 
LORETTA AARON (C. Palmer 78) Pale lavender 5 
LOUD MOUTH (Rich 70) ARIL-MEOIAN; Dark fusct 
MAROON ELF (Rich 83) ARIL-MEDIAN; dark maroc 
MARTHA MIA (Hunt 75) Blue violet w/ brown si 
MENDOCINO (Clark 70) White S & F overlaid ri 
MERRIGLOW (Peterson 74) Pink tan S & F w/ re 
MOHRESQUE (Keith 49) Medium blue blended bit 
MOHR PRETENDER (Rich 78) Pale blue feathere 
MOON TARGET (Tate 71) Lt yellow S & rich yel 
NELSON OF HILLY (White 41) White w/ light rE 
NEW DISCOVERY (Holden 80) Beautiful rose b~ 
NIGHTLIGHT (Rich 75) ARIL-MEDIAN; very small 
NINEVEH (Keppel 66) Lithe purple S & red vie 
ODE TO KALIFA (Moores 80) ARIL-MEOIAN; Pale 
OYEZ (White 38) Classic white w/ red patterr 
POGO DOLL (Christlieb 74) ARIL-MEDIAN; GreyE 
PROPHETIC MESSAGE (Nichols 79) ARIL-MEOIAN; 
QUINTA (Rich 76) Lavender S & beige yellow t 
RADIANT SMILE (Danielson 68) White S & brom 
RARE FORM (Foster 73) Pale pink S & deeper F 
RARE SPICE (Foster 70) Wisteria blue S & amt 
RED WADI (Hawkinson 73) Red S & darker red F 
ROYAL SENTRY (Rogers 76) Blue S & greyed aut 
SAJJETTA (Blyth 74) ARIL-MEDIAN; blue grey ! 
SALADIN'S LAND (Ro~ers 77) Golden grain self 
SANHEDRIN (Tate 70) Blue lavender S & white 
SARACEN PRINCE (Rogers 69) Lavender S & ambe 
SARACEN SPLENDOR (Rogers 69) Clear yellow S 
SASSY (Rich 78)ARIL-MEDIAN; Ruffled 1t purp l 
SENTIMENTAL (Foster 67) White S & cream F ov 
SHALOM (Foster 72) Violet S veined darker & 
SHEIK (Hager 76) Fuschia S veined deeper & J' 
SKY SIGNAL (Shockey 79) Blue w/ small white 
SONI CE. (Peterson 65) Pale wisteria S & F w 
SON OF MERRIGLOW (Peterson 79) Tan S overlai 
SPECKLED BIRD (Crandall 58) Purple self w/ i 
SPRING CAPER (Sass 49)ARIL-MEDIAN; Yellow b1 
STARS OVER CHICAGO (Danielson 73) Tan S & F 
STORY THEME (Peterson 77) Tan overlaid reddi 
SUN SPUN (Foster 75) Cream S & yellow green 
TINY TYKE (Rich 74) ARIL-MEOIAN; Lt mulberr) 
TOTEM (Crandall 77) Rose terra-cotta w/ smal 
TURKISH TREAT (Clark 75) Lt lavender S & F, 
TWILIGHT DANCER (Danielson 71) White S & da1 
VEILED INTRUDER (Rich 78) Lavender veined dE 
WEE SCOTT (Street 60) Violet bitone heavily 
WELCOME REWARD (Sundt 71) Lilac S & gold brc 
ZACHEUS (Hunt 83) Greyed lilac edged yellow 
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SNOW WHITE'S ROUGE 

HAT TRICK 

AUTUMN BLUSH 

$ 4.00 
3,00 
3,00 
2.00 

12.00 
2,00 
5.00 
4,00 
3.00 
3.00 
4.00 
8.00 
3.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
6.00 
4.00 
2,00 
8.00 
3.00 
2,00 
3.00 
2,00 
4.00 
2.00 
3.00 
5,00 
2,00 
2.00 
4.00 
3.00 
2,00 
3.00 
3,00 
2.00 
3.00 
2.00 
2.00 
3.00 
2.00 
3.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
4.00 
2.00 
4.00 
2,00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
2.00 
3.00 
3.00 
2.00 

10.00 
2,00 
2.00 

12,00 

ARILBRED 

IBERIAN QUEEN (Holden 79) White S & light lavender F blended to buff; 2/3 bred. 
IB MAC (Van Tuburgen 10) Medium red bitone blend; fertile antique. 
IMAM SALAH (White 56) Yellow self w/ F veined brown. 
IRISH TOUCH (Peterson 73) Pale chartreuse w/ deeper beards, 
JALIBA (Plough 81) Pinkish red & brown blend w/ dark brownish red signal; NICE!! 
JAZZ BABY (Noyd 60) Orchid blue S & lt green F splashed violet etc; WILD!! 
JORDANIAN PRINCE (Clark 71) Red & purple blend. 
KALIFA FATIMA (White 51) Greyish lavender, white, purple blend. 
KALIFA GULNARE (White 55) Orchid S & F w/ F overlaid apricot, 
KALIFA HIRFA (White 54) Violet toned blend flecked amethyst. 
KALI FA KABUL (White 56) Chartreuse, buff, yellow blend splashed grey purple. 
KHYBER PASS (Kidd 81) Lt lavender S & F dark maroon veins over gilt to terra cotta. 
KISH (White 44) Medium red violet blend. 
LADY MOHR (Salbach 43) Pearl S & greenish straw F. 
LAKE MATIAWA (Gadd 67) Medium blue self w/ black beard. 
LEBANESE SNOW (Muhlestein 70) White self w/ yellow beards. 
UTILE TROOPER (C. Palmer 83) ARIL-MEDIAN; white S; yellow F overlaid red brown. 
LORETTA AARON (C. Palmer 78) Pale lavender S; brownish yellow F overlaid lt red. 
LOUD MOUTH (Rich 70) ARIL-MEDIAN; Dark fuschia veined darker; white hafts; WOW! 
MAROON ELF (Rich 83) ARIL-MEDIAN; dark maroon red w/ deeper spot in F, 
MARTHA MIA (Hunt 75) Blue violet w/ brown spot; late bloom; tall branched stalks. 
MENDOCINO (Clark 70) White S & F overlaid rose. 
MERRIGLOW (Peterson 74) Pink tan S & F w/ red striations. 
MOHRESQUE (Keith 49) Medium blue blended bitone. 
MOHR PRETENDER (Rich 78) Pale blue feathered purple at ends of brown blue beards. 
MOON TARGET (Tate 71) Lt yellow S & rich yellow F w/ brown signals, 
NELSON OF HILLY (White 41) White w/ light reddish pattern. 
NEW DISCOVERY (Holden 80) Beautiful rose brown bi tone; deeper in F. 
NIGHTLIGHT (Rich 75) ARIL-MEDIAN; very small BLACK w/ gold beards; cute!! 
NINEVEH (Keppel 66) Lithe purple S & red violet F washed brown; easy grower. 
ODE TO KALIFA (Moores 80) ARIL-MEDIAN; Pale blue S & olive F flecked dark blue. 
OYEZ (White 38) Classic white w/ red patterning & veins; famous & now rare, 
POGO DOLL (Christlieb 74) ARIL-MEDIAN; Greyed lavender S & ochre F edged gold. 
PROPHETIC MESSAGE (Nichols 79) ARIL-MEDIAN; violet S & tan blended violet F. 
QUINTA (Rich 76) Lavender S & beige yellow blended red F; PENTAPLOID; fertile. 
RADIANT SMILE (Danielson 68) White S & bronze F w/ red black signal. 
RARE FORM (Foster 73) Pale pink S & deeper F w/ maroon signal; very nice. 
RARE SPICE (Foster 70) Wisteria blue S & amber flushed pink F, 
RED WADI (Hawkinson 73) Red S & darker red F; both darker veined, 
ROYAL SENTRY (Rogers 76) Blue S & greyed auburn F w/ huge wine signals. 
SAJJETTA (Blyth 74) ARIL-MEDIAN; blue grey S & reddish maroon F; VIGOROUS!! 
SALADIN'S LAND (Rogers 77) Golden grain self w/ maroon veins & dots, 
SANHEDRIN (Tate 70) Blue lavender S & white F overlaid violet. 
SARACEN PRINCE (Rogers 69) Lavender S & amber buff F overlaid maroon. 
SARACEN SPLENDOR (Rogers 69) Clear yellow S & darker F w/ wine signals, 
SASSY (Rich 78)ARIL-MEDIAN; Ruffled lt purple w/ blended red purple spot at beard. 
SENTIMENTAL (Foster 67) White S & cream F overlaid rose & blue, 
SHALOM (Foster 72) Violet S veined darker & peach F overlaid rose; BEAUTIFUL! 
SHEIK (Hager 76) Fuschia S veined deeper & russet F veined deeper; EXCITING! 
SKY SIGNAL (Shockey 79) Blue w/ small white signal. 
SONI CE. (Peterson 65) Pale wisteria S & F w/ purple flush; purple beard. 
SON OF MERRIGLOW (Peterson 79) Tan S overlaid red; darker F. 
SPECKLED BIRD (Crandall 58) Purple self w/ irregular white splashes. 
SPRING CAPER (Sass 49)ARIL-MEDIAN; Yellow blend w/ reddish pattern; UNIQUE!! 
STARS OVER CHICAGO (Danielson 73) Tan S & F w/ darker rim; blue beard. 
STORY THEME (Peterson 77) Tan overlaid reddish pink, 
SUN SPUN (Foster 75) Cream S & yellow green F dotted brown around maroon signal. 
TINY TYKE (Rich 74) ARIL-MEDIAN; Lt mulberry w/ deeper dots & veins; IT IS TINY! 
TOTEM (Crandall 77) Rose terra-cotta w/ small dark signals under bronze beards, 
TURKISH TREAT (Clark 75) Lt lavender S & F w/ fine purple veining; SHOWY!! 
TWILIGHT DANCER (Danielson 71) White S & dark maroon brown F w/ tan beard. 
VEILED INTRUDER (Rich 78) Lavender veined deep purple in S & maroon in F, 
WEE SCOTT (Street 60) Violet bitone heavily veined dark blue; brown signals, 
WELCOME REWARD (Sundt 71) Lilac S & gold bronze F w/ big brown signals. 
ZACHEUS (Hunt 83) Greyed lilac edged yellow & veined maroon on F, 
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N O T E S N O T E S N O T E S 
Take lots of them during bloom season so you'll remember what those nice ones were. 
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BECOME AN AIS MEMBER: Dues - $9.50 annual or $23.75 triennial. Includes informational 
pamphlets and 4 beautiful and informative bulletins each year. To join, make your 
check payable to American Iris Society and include it with your order . 1 'll send it 
in for you and include as a bonus with your order, one of my 1984 introductions 
worth $25.00 or more. This offer is limited to new members only. 
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NAME 

MID-AMERICA IRIS GARDEN 
Box 425 

Wheatland, OK 73097 
Phone: ( 405) 943-0831 

DATE 

ADDRESS ______________ PHONE 

CITY ---------- STATE----------.ZIP -----

QUANTITY 

Use reverse side to continue 
order or to list suggestions 
for substitutes. 

NAME OF VARIETY AMOUNT 

SUBTOTAL 
/Min,_.,_ n~~o~ (,n nn 

OKLA. residents add 4% sales tax 

PACKING & HANDLING $2.00 

TOTAL ENCLOSED 

No orders accepted after August 10, 1984 
Shipping dates: July 1 through August 15 only. 
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IRIS PLANTING AND CULTURAL DIRECTIONS 

WHEN TO PLANT: For best results plant June through September. Early planting 
establishes the new Iris before winter . This is the time to reset clumps of Iris 
that are crowded generally clumps 3 to 4 years old • . 
WHERE TO PLANT: The ideal location for Iris is a sunny, well drained position. 
Sun should be present a minimum of half a day; Iris will not do well in deep shade . 
No water should stand in Iris beds. Raise the beds slightly above the level of 
garden paths if necessary. 

DEPTH TO PLANT: Place rhizomes just below the surface of the ground with the roots 
wel 1 spedd out underneath so that the rhizome is within reach of the wannth of the 
sun's rays while the roots beneath are in moist (not soggy) soil. Follow ordinary 
good garden practice of watering and settling soil on newly set plants. 

DISTANCE APART: This will depend on your particular plans. Generally Iris a re 
planted from 14" to 24" apart. If you desire ilTlllediate clump effect, plant 8" 
apart in groups of 3 or more of one vpriety. You may have to divide and separate 
your plantings more often, but you will have a wonderful solash of color. ooner than 
if you planted only one rhizome of one variety. 

F ERTI LIZA TI ON: Iris will thrive without feeding but will reward you amply for 
its ap~l ication. In the preparation of a n2w Iris bed, spade in a good application 
of compost below the roots. Then an application of a well balanced fertilizer 
applied as a top dressing dusted around and in between the plants in early spring 
or very late fall is desirable. 

CUL TI VA TING: Do it shallowly. Iris feeding roots are very near the surface. Keep 
your iris free of weeds and do not allow neighboring plants to encroach upon them, 
Remember, they should have sunlight right down to the rhizome, Remove the outer 
leaves as they begin to brown. At all times keep litter, old iris leaves, grasses, 
etc. away from the rhizomes. Clean cultivation is the finest precaution for Iris 
troubles. 

IRIS TERMINOLOGY 

AMOENA: White standards with colored falls. 

BI COLOR: Standards light colored; falls a different, darker color. 

BLEND: Combination of two or more colors; may be smoothly or unevenly applied. 

FALLS: Three lower petals of the flower; usually designated F. 

NEGLECTA: Light blue standards & darker falls. 

PLICATA: Stippled, dotted, or stitched margin color on 1 i ghter ground. 

SELF: An iris of one solid color. 

SIGNAL: A patch of contrasting color at the tip of the beard. 

STANDARDS: The three upper petals of the flower. 

STYLE ARMS: The small, stiff segments just above the beard. 

SUBSTANCE: The thickness of the peta 1 s. 

TEXTURE: The surface of the peta 1 s - shimmering, velvety, diamond dusted, etc. 

VARIEGATA: Yellow standards; deeper falls of brown, purple, or red. 
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